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NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) is currently involved in the
development of technology to support teleoperator flight experiments.
	 Develop-
ment and evaluation is being performed in three technology areas:
•	 Visual Systems
' •	 Manipulator Systems
r
' 4	 Vehicle Mobility Systems.
The current report describes three experiments which were carried out
{ to examine operator performance using a stereoptic television system and
' color discrimination performance ,using color television.
	 In addition, a
computer program is described which predicts depth resolution performance and a
' field of view for a stereoptic television system.
1.1	 STEREOPTIC RANGING TEST`
Remote vehicle docking and remote manipulation require that the operator
j be able to acquire depth or range information from the visual system.
	
For a
monoptic television system, the available cues are limited primarily to
apparent' target size and apparent brightness.	 A ranging scheme for monoptic
1 TV was described in an earlier report (Ref. 	 3).	 This method used a movable
-cursor controlled by the operator.
	 Matching, the cursor width to the image
8
of a known dimension of a target permits estimation of range.
In the stereoptic mode, a pair of cursors is used.-
	 One cursor line
appears in each of the two rasters.
	
The operator adjusts the cursors until
L,
LF
he sees a single line which appears at the same range as that of the target.
a
In the ranging 'test performed, operators used the stereo system to esti-
mate the range to a target object.
	 The actual range was varied and per cent
range estimation error was found to increase as the square of range which
7
77
would be exp-ected.	 The target ranges employed ran from 152.4 cm (60 in.)
to 518.2 cm (204 in.). 	 per cent error was found to vary from 5 to 30 per cent.
Comparison of the _results of the stereo ranging test with data from the
monoptic system showed that the stereo system achieved smaller error of range
estimation provided that the target is close to the point of convergence of
. camera air 	ines,of sight.	 For _target ranges much greater than the con-the	 p
vergence range, the monoptic ranginq system will yield smaller per cent error.
In comparing the two systems, it should also be kept in mind that the
monoptic system requires that the 'true-size of the target object be known.
Furthermore, measurement error will increase if the monoptic camera line of
sight is not close to normal to the target dimension being used. 	 The stere-
optic system does not require that the target dimension be known and allows
,. the target to be viewed at any point on the screen since range errors away from
the stereo center line were not ,sufficient to be considered significant:
r,
1.2	 COLOR DISCRIMINATION TEST i
The question has often been asked whether use of color TV can facilitate
operator performance in remote control tasks.	 This question is too gross to
be answered empirically. 	 To refine it, it can be noted that use of color TV
should permit the operator to make additional discriminations (color in addi-
tion to brightness).	 Facilitation of performance would then occur if the
" I additional discriminations were essential to performance.	 A test was carried
' out to 'determine the number of separate colors which can be identified with
i
negligible error using color TV. Y
The test was carried out using 15 Munsell color chips which had previously
been determined to be maximally discriminable (Ref. 	 1).	 These 15 chips were
1
.a 1-2 w
resented in all	 pairings
	
p	 ',a
	 p	 possible-  s-and were resented to subjects via a
Sony color television system. The subject responded "same" or "different
,x. to each pair. The test confirmed the discriminability of the set of chips
selected;.	 The vast majority of errors noted were false alarms where the
subject responded"different" to a chip paired with itself.
	
Confusion errors
were noted for only chip pairs.
	 One of these chips was removed leaving a
set of 14 Munsell chips which can be discriminated via color TV with negli-
gible error.
Problems noted in color discrimination testing included a phase shift
s
^.» of the 3.58 MHz s-ubcarrier andapparent color differences resulting from small 3
variations in lighting across the scene.
An attempt was made to determine if absolute identification of colors _	 w
could be done using a set_ of chips which were viewed directly and compared
with the color TV presentation. 	 This would permit color coding. 	 This at-
;.. tempt was largely unsuccessful. 	 Changes in apparent hue were introduced by
the video system which caused unacceptable error levels for absolute identi-
fication.	 Color coding of targets presented via color TV would, therefore,
E
appear to be ;feasible only if the comparison color chips are presented along
with the target via TV. r ;
^k
1.3	 COMPARISON OF SOLID STATE AND VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEMS
Stereoptic video tests previously reported (Ref.
	 l) have utilized a
pair of 'Vidicon cameras: with zoom leases.,, 	 The objective of this test was to
evaluate effects of use of General Electric, solid state cameras as a stereo xi
pair.	 The task performed by the subject was to control a target motion





fixed target.	 Trials were conducted using two different camera pairs - the
solid state cameras and a pair of CON Vidicon came,,4as.
The results of the camera comparison test did not show a general effect
of camera type in terms of response time. 	 The effect of camera type was
_found to depend on fixed,-target range. 	 The expected response time fora
system using solid state cameras in place of Vidicons will increase with in-
creasing operating range.
y	 Analysis of absolute adjustment errors data showed no effect of camera
type,
1.4 _STEREOPTIC TV PARAMETER PROGRAM
A computer program was developed to calculate detectable range difference'
K,
and thus width of the stereoptic field of view based on disparity thresholds
r
and limits determined in earlier experiments (Ref. 	 1).	 The inputs to the
ro ram include:p	 g
y•	 Monitor to eye viewing distance
• I	 Monitor dimension
•	 Video system constant
Visual angle at operator's eye for vertical target detection
t
based on empirical	 studies
s	 Visual angle at operator's eye for horizontal target detection
based on empirical studies
•	 Average interocular distance
• 	 Retinal disparity at operator's eye for range increment
detection based on '.empirical 	 studies
r	 Maximum Value of linear disparity; which will permit
stereopsis based on empirical studies t_





• Single camera field-of-view
• Camera convergence angle.




NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center is currently involved in the develo p -
ment of technology to support two teleoperator flight experiments
	 the Space
Teleoperator Demonstration Unit (STDU) and the Space Teleoperator Evaluation
Vehicle (STEV). As currently conceived, the STDU will be mounted in the Shut-
tle payload bay where it will perform a variety of simulated payload servicing
tasks to evaluate the manipulator and visual systems. The STEV will be a fully
mobile teleoperator system complete with propulsion and attitude control
systems.
The initial tests of teleoperator technology will be performed using the
STDU on an early Shuttle flight. Since the STDU will operate in the paylaod
bay, a vehicle mobility system will not be required. The other system com-
ponents including the manipulator arm, end effector, visual system, data links,
controls, displays and control laws will be required, however. Both STDU and
STEV will utilize a visual system that permits a Shuttle based operator to
perform basic tasks related to satellite servicing.
Several major technology questions must be answered before the STDU and
STEV can be developed. The MSFC teleoperator development effort is aimed at	 f
the three primary_ technology areas 	 the visual system, the manipulator sys-
tem, and the maneuvering/mobility system. For the visual system, a central
problem is the definition of requirements and criteria for the man-machine
interface. The testing philosophy currently being em p loyed is to use simulation
and laboratory testing to evaluate various operator/visual system concepts and
develop an operator/system data base. These data will then be used to specify
i
f	 2-1
man-machine interface requirements for the cTDU and STEV visual s stems
Essex Corporation is currently under contract to NASA /MSFC 'Co perfo,•w
laboratory tests of visual system/operator performance, to evaluate man-
machine interface concepts, and to der i ve man -machine interface requirements.
Essex personnel have defined visual system tasks typical of those to be en-
countered by the STDU and STEV and have developed several laboratory and a
rt
simulation test plans based on these tasks.
	 These test plans have been
implemented and carried out in the MSFC Visual System Evaluation Laboratory
during 1976 resulting in quantitative performance data suitable to support
d
^
trade-off studies of visual system concepts and choice of system parameters. E	 a
Essex has also carried out analytical studies in the area of visual system
component geometry.
2.2	 SCOPE
This 1976 year-end report describes three laboratory investioations of
	
-
visual system parameters and one analytical study to evaluate stereoptic tele-
vision component geometries for optimum viewing.
	 The three visual system
tests described in the following sections include:
+r
•	 Stereo Ranging Test S-1:	 To evaluate the accuracy of operator
range estimation using a Fresnell
	 stereo television system,
with a three dimensional cursor,
•	 Stereoptic Test S-2:
	 To evaluate an operator ' s ability to ali gn
-	 three dimensional targets using vidicon tube and solid state
television cameras as part of a Fresnell
	 stereopti;c system. F^
•	 Color Discrimination,- Phase 2 Test:
	 To determine an operator's ri `
ability to discriminate between paried color samples viewed with
a color television system.
I
Also reported is an analytical investigation to develop a computer program'
that can be used to predict the width of stereo field of view and range resolu- 1





3.1	 GENERAL FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Teleoperator Visual System Evaluation Laboratory at Marshall Space
Flight Center's Electronics and Control Laboratory permits operator visual 1
` Y performance data to be collected over a wide range of mission oriented visual
system tasks.	 The laboratory provides for the study of tasks which involve
the manipulation of any of the following parameters;
Transmission
F
•	 black and white
•`	 one gun color
Camera/Monitor Configurations
•	 1	 camera, 1' monitor
•	 2 cameras, 2 monitors






a	 19.7 cm	 (7.75 in.)	 diagonal
t a	 30.5 cm (12 in) diagonal
Field of View of Camera
•	 8 degrees to 35 degrees horizontal !




;i	 I •	 analogy






•	 1.0 MHz NarR4ow Band






•	 electronically generated reticles and cursors
•	 overlayed reticles`
Target; Motion w
•	 fore-aft, variable translation rates









Each of the several parameters can be combined with one another to pem. i t
the study of system component interactions.
The equipment necessary to generate and control the various video trans-
missions isi housed in the experimenter's station of the Visual 	 System'Evalua-
tion Laboraitory. 	 The general equipment which was utilized includes:
a	 Cohu Model 2000 CCTV Cameras for Black & White Transmission
e	 Sony Model DXC-50008 Camera for Color Transmission
e	 Colortran Model 104-311 Studio Lights
•	 Kleig..Brothers Studio Lights
•	 Computer Lab A/D and D/A Converter for Digital Transmission s




•', Narrow Band Pass Filters for 1.0 MHz Transmission
• Tektronix Wave Form Monitor for System Calibration
• Tektronix Vectorscope for Color System Calibration }
The specific equipment and laboratory configurations usedin each of the
experiments are described in Sections 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 of this re port.
~	 The system allows a maximum of two video inputs from any two sources.
For example, two black and white cameras or two color cameras are available
which would be necessary for the Fresnell stereoptic TV system. System inputs
are selected and switched via two RCA T5-28, one output audio follow switchers.
A complete description of this signal injection/modification system is con-i
-:	
i
tained in Reference 1.
A3.2 VISUAL SYSTEM LABORATORY UTILIZED IN STEREO-RANGING TESTING
The arrangement of the visual systems laboratory can be changed to
accommodate particular testing situations. The configuration used in the
stereo ranging testing is represented in Figure 3-1. 	 -
`	 The laboratory in this configuration allowed the experimenter to accurately
place a target globe at any one of 21 premeasured locations. These locations
were determined by placing 1.27 cm (.5 in.) black tape along the floor as
j	 shown in Figure 3-1. The center target ;line was placed along the center line
of the stereo camera pair with lines on eitherside at_8 0
 angles to the
center line.	 -
Since the target globe used in this experiment was internally lit, no
studio lights were used. The experimenter operated the test from a control
panel located in the experimnetal area but out of sight of the camera pair.
The subject was isolated in a shrouded subject station where he viewed the




3.3,	 VISUAL SYSTEM LABORATORY UTILIZED IN COLOR DISCRIMINATION TESTING
Figure 3-2 shows the color discrimination panel and color wheels which
were used in this testing.	 This board was placed on a tripod'and lit by two
banks of lights as shown in Figure 3-3. 	 The light sources were placed so that
- the illumination produced no unwanted reflections from the color chips.
The timing and video selections were controlled by the experimenter who ir:
sat at the console behind the task board. 	 The subject; viewed an enlarged
view of the colors through the two openings in the task board. 5
"
Again the subject was segregated from the experimental area by a heavy
black fabric shroud.
3.4	 VISUAL SYSTEM LABORATORY UTILIZED IN CAMERA COMPARISON TESTING
The major task equipment used in the comparison tests was the target motion
- .generator (TMG) which has-been used in prior Essex testing, 	 The TMG was placed
as shown in Figure 3-4 so that the translational motion of the movable target
was directly along the camera line of sight. 	 The studio lights were placed to
prevent unwanted shadows' and reflections. x
The subject was seated in front of the Fresnell system behind heavy
black curtains.
	
In addition, the experimental area was not viewed by subjects
prior to testing.	 This was accomplished by drawing heavy black curtains in
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Prior testing by Essex Corporation of range estimation in the Visual
Systems Laboratory involved monoptic television systems using both fixed and
movable ranging cursors superimposed over the television scene. The cursors
were used to measure known object sizes within the scene from which range
estimates could be obtained.
The purpose of the present testing, as discussed in Section 2.0, was to
evaluate the accuracy of range estimation using a three dimensional cursor
and the Fresnell stereo television viewing system.
	
t	
Using this system, range was estimated not by the size of the object
but by its perceived distance from the subject. In the"previous testing using
;movable cursors, motion of the cursors was restricted to a plane lying on the
viewing screen. The objective of this test was to evaluate the difficulty and
accuracy of obtaining range estimates using a cursor and viewing system with
an additional degree of freedom, depth.
4.2 APPARATUS	
-
The experiment was performed in the Visual Systems Laboratory, Marshall
Space Flight Center. The general laboratory description is contained in Sec-
.
tion 3.0,and the specific laboratory setup for this experiment is contained
in Section 3.3.
The operator's station contained the 'Fresnell stereoptic display. This
display was mounted in a console containing the two 23 'cm (9 in.) diagonally
	
4	
measured, Conrac Type SNA9A monitors and the associated optical train com-
ilf









screen actually observed by the subject was a 23 cm (9 in.) diagonally mea-
sured unit.	 A hand-held, thumb operated, momentary contact pushbutton was
provided for the subject to signal task comp letion.	 Depression of this button
.	 also served to generate signals to terminate task timing equipment and to





Three potentiometers were mounted in a row on the front of the subject's `J
{	 display immediately beneath the Fresnell display.
	
These controlled the move-
ments of the stereo cursor.	 One moved the cursor left and right (Y axis),
another up and down (Z axis), and the third controlled the apparent fore/
aft movement (X axis) of the cursor.
The stereoptic cursor consisted of a movable, white, .20 cm by
.50 cm rectangle oriented vertically on the face of the screen. 	 The cursor
was electronically created and presented to the left and right TV screens
with a variable delay, controlled by the subject's	 potentiometer, which _.
served to delay the presentation of the cursor relative to the left and right
screens.	 The amount of delay was measured by 'a Hewlett Packard,type 5245E ^y	 '
digital counter using a type 5262A pulse width measurement module.	 With zero
delay, that is, with both cursors presented at the same spot on both left and
_i
right monitor screens, the cursors were presented to the subject with no lin-
ear disparity thus producing the effect, when viewed on the Fresnell screen,
'	 of lying at the same: distance as the Fresnell screen,
	
Increasing the delay
caused the left and right cursors to move apart on the two TV screens- 9-the	 __ {
left cursor moving left and the right cursor moving riaht thus producing, a







from the viewer into the scene. 	 Further details of the measurements and
i
method of obtaining range using this system are discussed in Section 4.5.
Ambient lighting at the subject's station was provided by one 50 watt
incandescent bulb mounted in a lamp to the left and behind the Fresnell dis-
"C
-^ play.	 Light intensity from this source was 1.94 lumens/sq.meter measured by a
I
Tektronix model J-16 digital photometer at the position of the subject's
.a -
head when viewing the Fresnell stereo system.
y' r4 The experimenter's station contained a pair of repeat monitors showing
the vi deo inputs to the Fresnell system.
	
Video control equipment included
remote focus, zoom and iris controls for both cameras; a Tektronix type Rm=529
NTSC television waveform monitor which could be switched to monitor either of
t
the two video images and the switching, signal injection/modification equip-
`;	 g ment described in Section 3.0 of Reference 1.	 The only signal modification
' performed in this experiment was the use of the 1 0 MHz bandwidth 1i-M.tation
option during one half of the experimental trials.
The target consisted of ;,a 15.2 cm (6 in.) diameter, white, translucent
globe lit from within by a 7.5 watt incandescent bulb.	 Without any other
i llumination, this globe radiated 1.94 lumens/sq. meter.
	 Durinq testing
with the overhead lights on, it measured 5.49 lumens/sq. meter as measured by !`"
t	 ,
a type J-16 Tektronix digital photometer at a distance of 23 cm (9 in.). 	 This
globe was mounted on a tripod which was drapedwith non-reflective black cloth
I. such that when the camera contrast was set for experimental -purposes,;only




globe and to provide the subject more ease in locating the center of the
,




and at 30 degrees from vertical across the face of the target globe as shown
in Figure 4-1. The height of the tripod was adjusted so that the center of
the globe was at the same height as the camera lens center point.




fitted with COHU model.2305, 20 to 80 mm zoom lenses mounted on a base plate
which allowed independent movement of the rear of the camera body about a
vertical	 fulcrum point located immediately beneath the front of the'vidicon
tube face as shown in Figure 4-2.
	 The distance between these two fulcrum,
w
points (camera baseline) was 12.1
	 cm (4.75 in.).
	 All	 ranges,and convergence
point distances were measured from a point equidistant from each fulcrum point
along the 12.1 cm (4.75 in.) baseline of the stereo camera pair as shown in
Figure 4-2.	 Convergence distance was set at 152.4 cm (60 in.) by
ori enti ng the camera lines of sight so as to superimpose, on the Fres-
nell display, an object placed at this distance.
	 Iris, zoom and focus func-
tions were controlled from the experimenter's console.
	 For this experiment,
the zoom lenses were set to provide a 3:1 object size/display size ratio with







The independent variables manipulated during; the testing were:
• Background Condition - Low complexity (Unlighted, black background)
High complexity (Lighted background)
• Target>Di^tance	 -	 Seven target distances: `	152.4 cm (60 in.),_
213.4 cm (84 in.),	 274.3 cm	 (108 in.),` 335.5 cm
(132	 in.),	 396.2	 cm	 (156 in.),




• Target Angle - 	 Three target angles:
	 at 0 degrees to camera pair
centerline and off set 8 degrees to the left and





Figure 4-1: Diagram of Tarqet Globe Showing Center and







RANGES MEASURED FROM (4.75 in.)










4 210 BASE PLATE	 012 4
k
t
Figure 4-2:	 Overhead View of Stereo System and Base Plate
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All experimental trial conditions were randomized with no replications
for a total of 168 trials per subject, 840 trials total.
	 The trials were
a
blocked for presentation to the subjects to compensate for learning effects.
Dependent measures were: tr
•	 Re_s.ponse Time - The time from presentation of the scene
until the subject had comp leted the
ranging task.
•	 Accuracy of Cursor Alignment - The counter reading showing the
number of microseconds delay between the left







T° Initially five subjects were selected for testing, all of whom were given
k
a standard Orthorator examination at the Marshall Space Flight Medical' Center.
However, it was discovered that not all subjects could achieve stereopsis of
the stereo cursor and scene -for this series.	 In order to obtain sufficient
test subjects, attempts were made- by a total of nine persons to perform the
I	 ..^
e
testi ng.. ___ 0 •f these, four persons could not after attemptingthe trials con-
sistently view the cursor with depth perception.
Of these four potential subjects who could not use the Fresr g ll stereo
a
r
L System, two were unable to achieve image fusion at very low levels 	 f linear
disparity.	 During the instruction phase, when they were initially sh 	 n a
-- scene for practice using the system, they stated that they could see only
two separate images.	 Then, with coaching from the experimenter, they
attempted to converge the target globe image at the fourth target position. 	 When
they were unable to do this, the experimenter moved the globe forward to the
convergence point where the subjects were experiencing no linear disparity.
At this point both subjects -saw a single image. 	 While the subjects observed
_
this image, the experimenter moved the target slowly away from the stereo
4-7
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camera pair in an attempt to gradually increase the disparity._ In both cases
the two subjects were unable to maintain fusion of the images.
	 Both stated
that at no time while observing the scene were they ever able to achieve t
stereopsis except at the convergence point distance.
	 The other two subjects
were both able to fuse, according to their statements, the target globe at
r'
target distance four, but when actual testing was commenced, they were unable
to maintain image





Normallyin viewing objects at distances less than 3 to 6 meters away
using unaided binocaalar vision, compulsory convergence and automatic accommoda-
tion occur simultaneously.	 That is, when looking at are object less than 6
meters away, the eyes are pointing inward at some angle so that both eyes point
1
or converge on the object.	 Simultaneously, the lens curvature is changed to
bring the object into sharpest focus.	 In other artificially created stereo
imaging devices such as the stereoscope or the child's View-
Master, the images are presented to the subject at maximum disparity, i.e.,
the interocular distance.	 The devices are.equipped with lenses which change
the focusing requirements such that the eye is caused to focus at infinity.
Therefore, there is no conflict between the convergence and accommodation;t
requirements.	 The same was true of the 3-D movies of the 1950's and 1960's.
Although there were disparate images being presented to the viewer, the screen R
was usually located at distances greaten than the 6 meters so that again the
accommodation point was at or near infinity.	 In the Fresnell system, the
screen is viewed from approximately 48.3 cm (19 in.) away from the the viewer,






both eyes at a distance of 48.26 cm (19 in.).
	 However, when disparate images
i are presented,the viewer is required to converge his eyes at a point which
would normally require focusing of the eye at much greater distances. 	 This
,f
creates a conflict which, in order to be resolved, may require eye muscle
'	 (	 + skills which are not strongly developed in the majority of the general popula-
tion and which are not predicted by the present visual acuity tests administered
to the subjects.	 It is believed that this skill can be learned since one of
the experimenters in this testing was originally unable to use the Fresnell
system but has, with practice, become proficient in fusing disparate images,
x This inability to converge disparate images is not unique to this experi-
ment, and since the purpose of the experiment was to evaluate the ranging
I ability of the system, subjects who could not perform were eliminated from	 d
the testing until five were obtained who appeared to be able to perform the
a test task consistently.
4.5	 PROCEDURE
All equipment was energized at least 30 minutes before each test session
to ensure stabilization prior to calibration.	 Before each test session, all
t equipment settings, video signal	 levels and light levels as outlined in Section	 R
;	 3
4.2 were checked
	 to ensure consistency throughout the testing sessions,
_ The subject was seated at the Fresnell console and a set of standard in-
s tructions, Appendix A, was read to him.
	 These instructions explained the
system and the experimental procedure and - gave subjective instructions on the
best way to use the system.
	 As part of the instructions, he was shown a copy
of a line drawing of the target globe with the two required cursorposition
alignments (Figure 4-1).
	 In addition, he was shown a scene of the target object
4-9
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and -cursor and all owed to practice alignment several times until it was felt
that he clearly understood the operation of the stereo cursor. As soon as
I
the subject. indicated that he understood the _operation of the system and the
experimental requirements, hi_s scene was terminated and the first experimental
conditions were set up. The subject was then told whether to align the cursor 	 V
to the right or at the center_ of the target globe, given a verbal "ready" by
the experimenter and-presented with the scene via the Fresnell. Presentation
of the scene automatically started timing equipment. The subject then aligned
the stereo cursor with the target, either to the right of the globe or at the
center as 'instructed. When this had been accomplished, the subject terminated
the scene 'using the hand held switch which also stopped the automatic timing 	
4
equipment. The experimenter recorded the response time and the subject called
(
	 out the counter reading from his console. The counter reading was used to
determine the amount of alignment error.
The experimenter then selected another set of test parameters and repeated
the process `described above until the test sequence block was completed. To
is
	
	 ensure absolute certainty that fatigue did not become a factor, no test session
was longer than 45 minutes since subjects had used the system for periods up to
k,	 one hour without reports of tiredness.
4.6 RESULTS
The dependent measuresobtained from this testing were response time and the
	 r
`	 sweep delay in micro-seconds between the left and right cursors. In order to
obtain range errors, these delay values had to first be converted to range esti-
mations.
Ir	 Since linear disparity, D, can be calculated from the formula:
I	 D = BK/C - BK/R, where B is the stereo camera baseline distance; K is















R, the actual	 viewing range, then the apparent range of the cursor, R, can
be calculated providing the linear disparity between the two cursors is
known.	 (Derivation and explanation of these and subsequent equations are :.
contained in Ref. 2).
To determine linear disparity between the two cursors, they were set to 
;l
a! measured physical distance of 2.54 cm (1
	 in.) by displaying both on the same
TV screen.	 At this value of linear disparity the sweep delay counter reading
was 5.77 micro seconds.	 This yields a direct linear conversion of micro
L
seconds delay into linear°disparity of 2.27 micro-sec/cm (5.77 micro sec/in.).
These calculated values 'of , d-rspari ty are listed in Table 4-1 along with average
observed delay readings obtained by averaging the range settings of experienced
1
visual laboratory personnel for each of the seven target ranges employed. 	 From j
these data it can be seen that the,calculated disparities do not deviate sig-
nificantly from those empiri;:ally determined using experienced operators. 	 The
t
deviations osberved are most likely due to slight non-linearity of the tele-
vision sweep si gnal of the two television monitors employed.
Since the delay can be found by the formula:
X = 2.27 micro sec/cm x D where X is the delay in micro seconds and
D is	 the linear disparity in` centimeters, then:
D =__X/2.27 micro sec./cm
and, substituting this value for D in the formula for linear disparity:
X/2.27 micro sec./cm = BK/C - BK/R.
In the present laboratory setup, B is equal'to 12.07 cm (4.75 in), K is
E
50.8 and the convergence distance, C, is equal 	 to 152.4 cm (60 in.) therefore:
z





tl Table 4-1:	 Image Size and Error Percentages for Stereo and Monoptic Ranging Aids
I _ a.
STEREO DATA MONOPTIC DATA
.K
Target Ima a Movable Cursor Image Fi xed 6rsor i	 Movable Cursor
Range Size ?cm) % Error	 i Size (cm) % Error % Error
{ 60 5.08 4.9 .75 24.9 6.5
'y
84 3.62 7.9 1.25 14.2 3.4
108 2.82 8.0 2.00 4.4 3.3
132 2.31 12.3 3.50 5.3 1.8
156 1.95 18.1 5 .00 3.1. 1.3 l
180 1.69 6.50 	 ^_26 4_;':_4.6 _	 1.2
204 1.49 27.6 8.00 2.4 -	 1.4














and, solving for R in the equation D = BK/C - BK/R and substituting into
M
this formula the values of 'BK and BK/R yields:
j R (es=timated)	 = 241.3 x 2.27/(9.1339 - X)
	 (X less than 9.1339)
where- R is the range estimate and X is the counter reading in micro seconds.
,r
^	 rit
Using this formula, a computer program was written to convert all reported
u - micro second delay readings into range estimations. 	 Using these estimates,
	
a
second computer program was written which converted these range estimates
into per cent error values using the following formula:
Per Cent Error	 (Range Estimate - Actual Range)/Actual Range.
I
The results of a six way analysis of variance of these per cent error
values is shown in Table 4-2. 	 The error as a function of target range was
significant (a<.Ol) and is plotted in Figure 4-3. 	 The only other factor found
`
F
to be significant	 (a<.05) by this analysis was the error percentage as a result a
I
i of interaction between target range and the viewing angle relative to the center-
r
-f line of the stereo camera pair. 	 These interactions are shown in Figure 4-4.
i} In order to effectively compare the 	 error percentages found in this
w
F
testing with those found in range estimation testing using monoptic ranging
,,
,r
aides, actual ranges could not be used. 	 In the B-3 test series reported in
Reference 3, using monoptic reticles and a movable cursor to estimate range, J;Af
the range estimation had been dependent on target image size and the range
error derived from error in the subject's estimation of the image size. 	 Since
the presented image size, I, is equal to 'KT/R, where K is a systems constant
dependent on the image to physical size ratio; T, the actual size of the object
being viewed; and, R, the range to the target, then the viewed image size of the
globe used in this testing can be derived at each target range.
	 These conver-











MEAN 1 15.118656 15.18656 130.039
BACKGROUND (B) 1 .04344 .04344 .609 U
DISTANCE (D) 6 4.84157 .80692 4.909 **
CURSOR POSITION (C) 1 .111480 .11 .480 2.528 n
ANGLE (A) 2 .51416 .25708 7:483
BANDWIDTH (W). 1 .56735 .56735 9.463
SUBJECTS (S) 3 .35036 .11678 T;
BD 6 .51526 .08588 1.901
BC
1
1 .00541 .00541 .223
DC 6 .30945 .05157 .882
BA 2 .27229 .13615 1,.124
DA) 12 1.0,7062 .0892.2 1.891
CA	 1 2 .30005 .15003 1.395
BWj 1 .16999 .16999 4.349 3
_	 DW1 -'6 .43416 .07236 2.753
CW 1 .03639 .03639 .707 M
AW 2 .26229 .13115 3.907
BS .3 .19869 .06623 y
DSi` 18 2.95887 .16438
CS 3 .13623 .04541
AS 6 .20764 .03460
WS 3 .1.7987 .05595
BDC 6 .10818 .01802 .453-
BDA 12 .63318 .05277 1.567
BCA 2 .14843 .07422- 1.863
DCA 12 .48836 1.04069 1.011
BDW 1 6 .10070 .01784 .516
BCW 1 .01584 .01584 9.075
DCW' 6 .09296 .01549 .381
1	
BAW 2 .14007 .07004 .956
DAW 12 1.17615 .09801 1.858
CAW 2 .06210 .031.05_ 2.161 t."
BDS - 18 :81317 .04518
BCS, 3 .72914 .02431
DCS 18 1.05280 .05849
BAS 6 .72669 .12111 r
DAS 36 1.69880 .04719
CAS 6 :64530 .10755
BWS 3 .11721 .03907
DWS 18 ._47312 .02628
CWS 3 .15450 .05148 -
AWS 6 .20142 .03357
BDCA 12 .77539 .06462 1.999
BDCW •6 .15413 .02569 .676





Table 4-2:	 Analysis of Variance, Per Cent Range Error (Continued)







BDCS	 18	 .71710	 .03984 ,i
BOAS	 36	 1.21191
	 .03366
BCAS	 6	 .23900	 .03983
DCAS	 36	 1.45000	 .04027 r;
BDWS	 18	 .58542	 .03252
BCWS	 3	 .00523	 .00175
DCWS	 18	 .73285	 .04071
BAWS	 6	 .43878	 .07313
DAWS	 36	 1.89948	 .05276
CAWS	 6	 .08619	 .01437
BDCAW	 12	 .53278	 .04439	 1.1646
BDCAS	 -- -36	 1.16370	 .03233
BDCWS	 18	 .68360	 .03800
BDAWS
	 36	 1.76917	 .04914	 r
RCAWS	 6	 .50843	 .08473




































cm	 152.4 213.4 214.3	 335.3 396.2 457.2	 518.2
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 Cent Range Estimation Error by Target Range . . end U'eti^^ing Angle `
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^^^ ^ ^^ .
i	 ;
'^	 sizes from. the 6-3 test series , i n Table. 4, 2 . ,^;,^	 "
Since, for the present stereo camera setup, K is,equal to 50.8 and the -'
globe diameter {T) is 15.24 cm (6 in.), then KT is equal to 304.8 cm which, when
A7
di vid,ed by each target range., yie]ds the image size of the globe as presented
Yfki




fixed .reticle . and. stereo cursor range estimations are plotted-as a function .c
_
r
of image size in Figure 4-5.	 _ ^^
j^
	As can be-seen from Figure 4-5, the ranging ability of the stereo cursor
I^ r
^:
system results in a higher overall error percentage than either-of the two
,.>
monoptic systems. previously evaluated,	 It should be noted, however, that r-ange
,^
estimation using monoptic aides requires that the size. of some .object at .the ^-
ranging dis ance be known while the stereo cursor system can'be utilized to ^^'^
estimate range to any object in the' viewing field. _ ^	 ^.	 ^
t
The response time data were also subjected toanaiysis of variance, the
^,„	 ,
results of which are shown in Table 4-3. 	 Three of the independent variables ^;
sufficiently influenced the results to be`significant (a<.05).
	 These were ,.y
target range, viewing angle and barrdwidtfi limitation. 	 Three and .four way
interactions involving viewing angle and-bandwidth limitation were_ also sign- ^'











Response time-as a func ion of target wange is shown in'Figure 4-6-which -^
i
'I	 sfiows a much greater time requirement at the two nearest target ranges, then
^:
'^^
a slow, near linear increase to the greatest target range,
	 Since this task ^^.
requ^red alaignment of the cursor with specific target areas, this could have
-	 y^
i	 been the result of the subject having to spend more time in moving the cursor- ^^
,..	












Tab]e 4-3: Analysis of Variance, Response . Time
♦. -x
l
SOURCE DF ^	 SS MS	
_
f RATIO
MEAN 1 214184.6 2.14184,6: 29.310 ^^
BACKGROUND (6) 1 40.17203 40.17203 3.872
`	 DISTANCE
	 (D) fi 2912.0:1.0 485.3450- -. 2.750
CURSOR POSITION (C) 1 6.785908 6.785908. .048. =^-
ANGLE. (A) 2 82.2.5337 411.2669' 8.000
BANDWIDTH (W) 1 73.98859 73..98859 10.341
;^	 SUBJECTS
	
(S) 4 29230.08 7307.520
^^^^	 BD 6 ^ 194.2897 32.38101 1.332
BC 1 9.621132 9.621132 .845
DC 6 528.0337 88:00812 -1,700 ,-
BA 2 38.35172: 19.17586 .415 ^`
DA: 12 494.:5950 47,ZT500 1.46$
_CA 2 2.088755 1,044377 .027






'	 CW 1 39.47672 39.47672 2.670 '^
AW 2, 52.05484 26.02742 1.481 W^
BS 4 41.50075 10:37504
DS 24; 4235.270 176..4654
CS 4^ 571.9087 142.9772
AS 2 41..1..4075 51:42594
WS 4 28.61824 -	 7 a 54560 ^'
.	 B'OC 6 140.8053 23.46785 .318
BDA 12 524.8775 43,74039 '^	 1.433
`.
^' ,	 BCA 2' 40'.09000 20.04500 .359 F
OCA 12 725.3462 60..44547 1.831 ^
BDW 6 227..9069 37 98453 l .362 ,.$
BCW 1 2;4.10555 24:10555 2.030
^,
a
DCW 6 227.1022 3.7:84:976 .859' m..
BAW 2 104.0472 52.0235.9 4.640: * `:
DAW 12 1163.567 96.96515 2.240 * ^'
CAW 2 372.6731 186.3366 (	 5.575 * ,. >^
BDS 24' 583.3775 24.30769 ^ ^^^,^^
BCS 4' 45.55875 11 .38969 `'^
OCS 24, 1245.755 51.90640
:BAS 8' 370.0012 46.25015
DAS	 - 48;
i
^	 1347.505 28.07234... ^^
CAS 8j 305::.5637 38.195.47
BWS 4 316.9544 79.,2385'9 ^^_
DWS 24 938.2837 39'.09390
CWS 4 59. 14859 14. 78715 ^'^
:
AWS 8 140.6334. 17.57918 `^`,.>
BOCA 12 754.6275 62.88492 :1.910 r!.
:^	 BDCW 5 266.735:6 44;4552.3 .:916
^
BDAW 12 41.9.$76:2 34.99039 .590.
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^^,_;, Table 4-3: Analysi of Variance, Response Time (Continued)
SOURCE	 ^ DF SS MS F RATIO
'^._a_ i DCAW' 12 728, 5337 60.71109 2.270 * { -;
;_^; BDCS 24 1771:005 73.78937
BDAS 48 1465.442 30.53035 ^ L
"-a BCAS 8 446.9075 S5, 86344 }
DCAS 48 '.1.584;817 33.01773
-,
"BDWS 24 669.1587 27..88191
k	
i
...^ -	 BOWS 4 47.49234 1T.87309
.. DCWS 24 1057'.942 44.08023
_^
._	 i BAWS 8 89'.69953 _ j .11.21244
G DAWS	
^
48 2077..8859 i	 43.28922
`^' CAS	 - 8 267.391 '	 33.42398
BDC^;W 12 346'.2669 28.85555 .5905
BDCR,S
	
^ 4a 1580.442 32.92594. ^
_..




-' DCAWS 48 1283.567 26.74129






































































































2.74.3	 33.3	 396,2	 457.2	 518.2
^.
{in.)_(60)	 (84)	 (108)	 (132)	 (156).	 (180)	 ('204)
TARGET 'P^NGT	 '.
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target range.	 If this were the case, one would expect the response time to
degrease as a 1 i near i averse of the tar et ran a wh ch i t does not • therefore9	 9 ^	 '
`- another explanation although more complex is considered p lausible. ^ ;
In the stereo system, although the disparity increases as a function of range, {' ''
the change in linear disparity over a given change in range decreases. with
;}
^:	 -P increasing range.	 This results in much stronger .stereo cues at those points 	 ';
,,
immediately at and slightly beyond the convergence distance. 	 For this reason,
,'^
the subject would use more time in performing the more criticll alignment
^
`f
^^ possible due to the presence of the more : obvious stereo-.cues available to him
>^ r
at the near :target positions.	 This would account for the decrease in task Sf
s





;"-" factor becomes negligible; however, the difficulty of 	 stereopsis. achieving {'
^'r	
"z
,^ ^ would • hen become a factor	 Reference 1	 Due to this difficult	 of achievi ng^	 ^> •	 y
.;n
^ stereopsis, reapon a time would increase at an_almost linear rate. 	 ^, ^^
`
'^
^	 ^__^ The response time as a function of target angle. is shown in Figure` 4-7. ^:'





additional manipulation of the..Y coordinate axis control, this additional time
regLi cement ,could have been predi cited. 	 If one considers the time required to
,,




thEn since one.-third of the trials require placement of the cursor at the left
:;c,
side of the screen, one-third to the right and one-third to the left of center,
' then for all center target alignments an approximate equation of required
























^^^: the center, therefore it would be expected that task time would increase for 1
-^^ ^^












align the stereo cursor thus resulting in more time being required to perform '^
^	
,4^
^{ the task.	 This did not, however, significantly affect the accuracy of the a
,;,
.:range estimate.	 The response-time differences are shown in Figure 4-a. ,
'	 ^	 ^ The most. significant result of this testing was the overall time require-
;^ ment for the task performance compared to the t ask ':imp requirements .:for range^ ^
s
f




g	 response time was 4.06 seconds; with movable monopticthe overall avers e
'•	 i$
.cursor, 5.62 second s; and with the present stereo system the overall mean was. ^
{ '--^ 15.97 seconds, over three times the time. required for the monoptic modes.









Tn the monoptic range estimation using a movable cursor,-the
rt	
,
^ l subject again observed the scene and moved a single axis cursor to the right
-^





both_ X and Y pl anes and al ong a Z -axis while maintaining fusion of ..disparate
t ,	 ,.3





Half of the trials required ranging-to the center of the target and
!^ one half to therightside.In addition,the targets were presented atthree ^^	 ^'
different positions on'the screen.	 -Considering the additional	 complexity of
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f^..^*.. y observin	 F^	 urB	 g	 ^ g	 e 4-4, i t can be seen that the-angle of viewing had: a_
strong effect on the ranging. ability (a<.05),	 However, if one uses only the
,.	 _ ;k^^
data from an le 2, tar et centered in the field of view, th'g	 g	 e ranging ability




equal to that shown by the monoptic
	
aids.	 At the convergence point, the
rw error is equal	 to less than one per cent . (1%), which-is less than either of
s
the monoptic systems.	 :This could result from the. fact that the Fresnell
	 sys- ;^:a
^^	 :: &
tem provides the strongest changes in stereo cues (linear disparity) fora
,
;$
given change i n range .. near to and at the convergence point..
_r ,:








that . viewing using this system should be limited to areas a^ or slightly 	 ;, .,
P	 _
• 	 • 	








which would allow the operator to change the_conVergence distance: when viewing.
f;
-^ at different ranges.	 This would result in lower levels of conflict between
,'f
k
convergence and accommodation requirements-since withvariable convergence, '^
..	 ,
^ the disparities occurring would be within the range of; almost any operator's `=
r .:	 ^,
^^, capability to fuse-them..	 In addition, ranging would be performed at the points '^"'.
:<"{
of greatest change in disparity for a given change in range which would provide
_,
'^
the 'cues necessary for accurate ranging.
If remote convergence capabilities are>included in a ` future system, it
` is believed that more accurate ranging could,be performed by using the camera
rc^nvergence angles to de ermine the range to" an object.	 This could be






-,-..,..,e..a.,^	 ,a ^,ra ., ,
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	 Thus, by simply superimposing one object over the. other using {^
the convergence capability, _similar to a split image rangefinder, the range ,,,;
to that object could be obtained. ^ ''
,^	 ,
' ';i
T is met o
	 woul	 a a^n resu t in_freedog	 m from havin4 to range.. only to
known object szes.,as is necessary with monoptic aids and could result. in
j
li.	 '3















































































'^ 5.0	 COLOR DISCRIMINATION 2-PHASE 'TEST
5.1
	 OBJECTIVE
^'^ The objective of this experiment was to dei;ermine the human operator's










In previous visual system experiments, it was determined that from a
,`^ -sample of 8Q Munsell color chips, 15 were maximally discriminable (Reference
,,
1 } and. might be useful 	 in color .coding =visual information to a human :operator.
;,
^^
These 16 colon samples were arbitrarily-numbered with the number corresponding t.










1 2.5	 R	 4/14
^-= 2 -3.75	 R	 4/14. ':
3 8.75 R	 MAX. ^;,
^. 4 6.25 YR	 MAX
n
._._	 , 5 8. Z5 YR	 .MAX.
y 6 2.5	 Y	 8/i6_
k 7 2.5	 ^Y	 712
...
	
, -8 7.5	 GY	 6/12
9 7.5	 G	 ,5/10 "'
10 7.5	 G	 4/10 w
11 7.5	 BG	 4/8
,..._ 12 3.75 PB
	
4/ 12
13	 ' 10	 P	 5:/.12
14 10	 P	 4/12
`l5 5	 RP	 3/10 ^t
.,	 ,




the `fifteen colors .were-obtained by cutting ;the standard 7.6 cm by 12.7 cm
(3	 'n. by 5 in,} Munsell	 color chip in half. Each set'was then nounted on a
5-1
,,
^^	 _:-	 ^. .^ ^^ ,^.^^.^-^ _.0	 ^	 g	 _.	 ^_ ^	 ^.	 __
......_.	 _	







55.8 cm (22 in.) diameter wheel,. and. both wheels were mounted in a frame. to
allow rotation of the” wheels.	 The--.face of the frame provided masking of all ,.
of	 he color ; chips, except aparticular-one chosen for display. 	 An aperture
with a diameter of 5.08 cm (2 in.) was provided for both wheels with the two ``




chip display frame was illuminated to a level of 969 lumens/sq. meter by two
.
Colortran'104-311 studio lights.	 The two 1; ights were directed at^the display __
frame so no reflectance was obtained from the color chips. 	 The task scene
was viewed by a.Sony DXC- .50008 color television camera.	 Other apparatus 'in-
eluded-a Tektronix 1420--C^TSC vectorscope and--rJTSC color. bar generator to ^.:
assure appropri^tephase relationships' to 	 hesubject's moni or.	 ATektronix
'	 model	 RM 1.29 waveform monitor was used to monitor correct brightness . and con-
trast of the video signal. 	 Cabling, power equipment, a Sony CG-101 synch
generator and associated components were located inside the test area.	 At
the subject's station, the ambient light Tevel was set at 2.15 lumens/sq. meter
measured at the TV monitor face.
The task scene was displayed at_the subject's station using a Sony Trini-
:)
trop DVM-1200.' 30.5 cm (12 in. diagonal) color TV monitor. 	 The subject viewed
,^the scene while seated at a display console with the subject's eye to monitor t'
,.	 ,





The subject was read a set of standard .. instructions prior to'testing
w
^^
'	 (Appendix 6) and asked if he understood 	 he task to be performed.	 Following ^`t
the instructions, the experimenter left	 he subject's station and proceeded
,.









_	 ^	 .^	 _ __ _ .	 ^ _ .r_.
_	 a^^ _m






At 'the beginning of a test trial, the subject's monitor was blank. The
^'^ experimenter selected a color pair from a randomized. list. of all experimental
combinations.	 The pair was-then presented to the subject who made adeter-
^
urination as to whether or not the chips were the same color.
	 Each color was
'4
paired with. itse]f as well' as other selected colors:
	 As soon as the subject
_
made his determination, he depressed a handheld switch which terminated his -::
^; 	
^w display and stopped the .timing equipment at the experimenter's sta ion.
	 He
then reported his determination which was recorded by the experimenter with




.^^ the sequence until all 270 test trials had been completed.
	 The confusion ^'










The relative probabilities of confusing different colors among a total of ^'
^	 ^.: 80 samples. Katie _been .reported in_Reference 1. By p^rep;aring an 80 x 80 element :.
I
confusion matrix using .
 these £i0 color identir"iers as the X and Y coordinates,
,
'r






bability of, confusion with others.	 This confusion matrix is shown- =for color ^°
chi	 s 1	 thro^p	 ugh 20 of the original	 set in Table 5-1.	 By looking across the top ^,r^'
^:
row for chip number 1, it can be seen that the probability ` 'of it being pe;r- ^'
a
. ceved as "identical" by a subject when paired with itself is equal to l; witht,_
x.	 _ _.	 ..
.-..
color chip number 6 the probability drops: to .1.22 and. as the color chips change .`
'	 ^^^^ in hue as one travels to the ri ht across the row, if-dro s to .020 at color9	 P
. chip 16, and to zero at chip 17. ''
The 15 chips under consideration in this ex periment were obtained by











a COLOR CttI]' NUMBERS
^. l	 2	 3	 4	 5 6	 '. 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1.5 16 17 18 19. 20
I I^^	 061.	 143-	 306	 '3BB 122 _1h3 143 143 122 143 04.1 020 020
+ 2 1	 l84	 306	 245 367 429 429 429 367 424 122 061 061
'^.	 y 3 1	 306	 245 367 M29 ^	 ` 429 429 :42'9 122 061 061.
4'. ^	 '1	 531 '61.2 7i4 914- 71.4.612 '714,..	 ,2.04 102 102
5 1 490 571 571 571 490 571 ' 163 082 082
6_ 1 857 057 857 755 857 347 245 2.45 143 143 143 143 122 102




^ 9 1 1 85T 1 1,43 143
W
^tl
^ 9 1 857 1 286.343 143
I
#! Z
^^	 ^ '.	 W 1p 1 857 1 286 143 1431	 ^
^^	 ^
r-1
U 11 1 286143 143
a 12 1 653 . 653 71.4 714 .714 714 612 51.0
,.y O
'^ U 13 1 714 857: 857 . 857 857 735 612
+^ 14 1 857 857. 857 BS7 7 . 35 612
^.
s 75, 1 1- 1 1 857 714
1.6 1 1 1 B57 714
> 1' 7 1 1 857 7.2.4
i
10 1 8S7 714
i,,
^'	
, ^9 1 653
r




_d_^_^ .._ ^._^^.^^^..	 ..r^F ^.^z^-^, _—u	 -,^; _. _ ^_ _ ^ _ ^	
..__	








probability listing; that is, their probabilities of being confused were
}^^^	 closest to being zero. To provide additional color samples, those five colors
	
'	 immediately to the right of each of the 15 chosen were also included in the
	 h
^^^^	 sam le set. This resulteal in 6 x 15p	 or 90 color pairs. Each pair was pre-
	
,	 -	 ^	 ^;	 ^{
_^':	 rented to the subject three times for a total of 270 trial$ for each of
..^
^_	 five. subjects, All trials were. presented in random order.
^y_	
The .subjects were all males ranging in age . from 19 to 46 years in age..
^	 ^'	 Each was -screened for normal vision using the standard orthorator visual tests.
I	 `^
:^.
i Depende ► measuresduring the tents included:	 '"^







^^^^ '	 -. The control variables were set as follows: 	 -
1	
y
Camera to task. board distance - 121.92 cm (4 ft)
r	 ,^	 • Illumination at task site - 969 lumens /sq. meter
'	 =a.,	 ^ Transmission conditions - analog signal, 4.5 MHz
i	
_	 >32 db S/N rati o
• Contrast. and brig^itness at subject ' s monitor -
^4	 ^ '	 Signal set at P1ax 80 NTSC units Max video background
	
^'	 level. and >15 units color chip. The subject's
-	 monitor was initia'ly set, measured and maintained




• Color phase (h;!e) tr. subject "s monitor -initially sit
j	 using color bar pattern.
i	 Checked before and after each test session.'
1	 White purity calibration procedure. completed prior
to each test session,
^	 • Light level at_subject's monitor - 2.15 lumens/sq. me er
	 ^`^'^`
^	 _	 • Subject to monitor distance and . attitude - 71.1 cm (28 in.)
at 15° decline from horizontal, 	 3
• Field of View -set to accommodate the two chip such that 	 ''
`'	 chips are presented with a 1.5;1 ratio.	
_	
'
The Visual System Evaluation Laboratory has controlled access during tesc^ry
	
F:	
to eliminate interruptions, and the subject is isolated in a comfortable station













Ate.. -,.....^.. .._	 ^._^^.^^
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After administering the complete test segt:^nce of 155 color combinations
^.
^^^
to four subjects, errors had occurred in only eight color c-ombinations. 	 .Seven. "s
of these error types were the result of perceiving the same c olor pair as being $^ ::
,^ I
different.	 In only.. -one combination involving pairing!color'chips 1 and 2 were ^
::^.




. ages are shown in Table 5-2;
	









-	 due to a phase shift in the .3.58 MHz sub-carrier since the colors were being
Y
presented. side by 'side along -the horizontal plane of she monitor.	 Therefore, a _	 ;^
^^	 a




other.	 The combinations tested were those whi"ch had been previously mis-identi-
,Y
r fied in fhe first test.	 The error percentages from this test are shown in y
Table 5-3.	 All other possible combinations were correctly identified.	 The 3
-^
resu tsfrom the vertically oriented chips are similar to those when the chips ,.
were oriented horizontally. 	 During this retest portion, one subject stated ^`
^





'' -in brightness and not in hue, 	 A check of the video waveform showed that there
,,
r
was a decreasing difference in brightness level from top to bottom of the video
r. ^	 f „^,
r	 ,,	 .^^
*^	 '';
signal of approximately three NTSC.units be weep the two chips.	 This was com-
^,	 ,,	 ,
pensated for by adjusting the light levels such that there 'was no measurable °^






-^	 vertical orientation exce t in the case of chi 	 s 1	 and,2, and 2 and 2.p	 p
N^
I
An attempt was made to determine if the chips pre ented via `color tele-
"^
K^
vision viewing could be absolutely',identified when presented one at a time.`.
.





































^; 6	 6 64 , s w^
^:^ .























































This was accomplished by having the subject observe the comparison chip by
^'
^'
drect > viewing as the test chip was being presented on the. TU monitor.
	 This ^-r is
a!;
'	 coul!d not be successfully accomplished since the color of the chip as seen on
u
{,
color television was. significantly changed in hue from what was perceived in
I
direct viewing.	 Attempts .. to compensate for this change, .that is, to equalize
.:
...




other portions of the spectrum. -^
-
^i
The same color comparison test u ing the color__pairs which had been pre-
^'
vously mis - identified was performed in the PiSFC Com^^iuncation Center te]evi- +^^
`	 Sion studios.
	
The .camera u:ed was an: RCA TA -44 studio camera which ` utilized
:^
__.
three plubicon tubes to generate: the green`, red. and blue colors si gnals.	 This
;




color television monitor.	 The scene was evenly _ li^tand the trial 	 sequence was ^	 ^	 i
'	 !	 presented. to three subjects.	 Under these conditions all	 subjects-coul-d easily:.	 '
_r	 F
^^




































'	 1.	 Phase shift of the 3.58 MHz subcarrier as the horizontal
:^
I	 sweep traverses the monitor ,screen . ^	 ^,	 ^	 }
^j
2.	 Small signal	 level differences between colors due to
unequal sensing response of the camera or due to'unequal k
scene 1-i ghti ng.
-^	 ,
^	 3.	 The fact that the colors are:-not faithfully reproduced by '^
the television system in the same tones as are seen with _^	 ,














^4	 — }	 ,,	 ^^







^ Aii three of the above factors are dependent on-the quality of the videoi	
lE
^Yv
a ui ment and li htin	 From this testis
q	 p	 9--
	









,,i this test, there are 14 colors which can be identified without error provided___ ;,,
^^	 E: +t
^
the y appear at near equal illumination. 	 These.. l4^are the original set minus
!
^.
'	 ^.: color chip 2, 3.75 R 4/14.	 The color shift due to subcarrer instabj'lity with `^'
^^:..
:!	 `'^ these colors does not appear to be sufficiently large enough to 'cause confusion
;.
..
`;	 :; of these 14 colors.	 It is, however, sufficiently large enough to cause the -^	 '
colors to appear dissimilar, in fact, when the same colors are compared.
,,
,.
^i If absolute identification of a certain color is necessary; it cannot
^: be accomplished via color comparison samples which are directly viewed or
previously learned.	 It would be possible, however, if the sample could be
placed in the same
.
 physical area as the color to be identi-fled such .that they
a,;:
both were subjected to the same illumination and hue changes caused by the
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6.0	 STEREOPTTC TEST S-2 'k,.,,
j






4 The overall objective of this experiment was to evaluate human operator.
';k a.x -














"^" This experiment was conducted in the Marshall Space F1,ight Center's Visual
' ^ System Evaluation Laboratory by Essex researchers`. 	 The Fresnell_stereoptic- '
^	 i it —.




^' ^,,. and 2, was utilized for operator visual feedback 	 of the task site.	 As sen-
^_
.^ sors, the Fresnell system provides for two television cameras mounted as an
a ,	 +












pair consisted of General Electric solid state television cameras 	 (prototype) s
^^	 ;y with 22 mm fixed lenses..	 The-other camera pair was of two COiiU vi di con cam-
.^^.
eras..	 (Model	 2.000) which were fitted ..with 20 mm-to 80 mm zoom lenses. 	 Each-
i
camera pair was separately integrated with the Fresnell stereoptic viewing sys- ;,
^
M





Two white, cylindrical	 targets	 (7.6 cm diameter and: 10:..2 cm length) with
an `albedo of .7 were used in this experiment:	 One target was mounted,on a
target mo ion generator (Figure 6.2) whch_permitted target movement fore and
aft along the viewing axis of .:the camera pair.	 The fore and aft motion was
,.
V
controlled from the subject's `viewing station for purposes of target alignment a
,..^,







Figure 6-1.: STEREO TV SYSTEPiS -- LAPORATORY MODEL 	 _	 __
^	
Mt x e	
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ti on for each trial..	 The direction of target movement was controlled by an ^-	 ^:
Electro-Craft P1otomatic Speed. Control	 (Model E-550-M) motor con rol_unit. 	 While ^r
this unit provides for varleying rates of motion_, for the purposes of this experi-
__
i..	 _	 -.










^,	 permi tted target. alignment
	 _n the horizontal	 plane.
r
__








311),	 i^^hich were located on either side of the stereo camera. pair,
	
Trial
t°iming and vdeo';presentation for the subject-was done utilizing a two channel ^-
switching and signal injection/modifcation,system which provided discrete ON/
r
OFF functions and trial	 timing and	 described in detail
	
ih Reference 3.
,^,^	 All	 laboratory equipment was activated at least 30 minutes prior to-any `''t,
;^	 testing for..the purpose of :allowing the systems to stabilize before calibrating s
^	 1k
i	 the equipment.	 In calibrating the system output, both camera apertures for each
i	
,:	 _
stereo pair were adjusted to provide the 50 units NTSC video when viewing the`.7 _	 '
.
reflectance target at'a distance of 223.52'cm from the camera .pair..	 This tar-
get sensitivity level 'was set and maintained throughout each experiments 	 run.:= ,r
^^	 p	 p	 y	 g	 size of the target at theIn order to	 rovede the same dis la ed ima e ^'`'
,^	 '^^
monitor,. a 7.6 cm square target was placed 152.4-cm from the face of the stereo
^
pair which yielded a 2.5 cm square target displayed on the moni or for the
;'.
^';,
^	 fixed lens camera pair.	 The zoom lens on the COHU camera pair was then mani-G













^	 at his station (Figure 6-3) in front of the Fresnell display and was read a set




r°	 W	 .	 ^:
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in front of the monitor face and viewed the monitor at a 1;5 ° angle declined
^	 from the horizontal. At this distance and angle, subjects .were capable of	 ^^^





'	 At the.-start of .each experimental trial., the 'subject's.-display was blank.
..._.	
3
This enabled the experimenter to arrange the sped fied task conditions accord-
i 	 ,_	 _	 ;3
ing to the tent schedule. The experimen er positioned both cylindrical targets	 '"--
at predetermined positions at the task site. These were.: 1
i

























ferent linear disparities between the image being presented to the subject for	 ._^ ;
..
stereo cues. These can _be calculated bya formula discussed in Essex. reports	 °•
(Reference 1).. To determine linear dispari ty, D:	 -+




where B is the camera baseline distance; C, the convergence- d istance; and R,'	 J'-	 ^ ',
the range to the object being viewed. K is a constant determined by the camera	 -.
,:
field! o_f view, K _ RI/T where. R is the range to the object viewed; T, the 	 ^-'
p	 nted on the Fresnell^	 ob 'ec	 g	 ^	 as rese	 ,y	 rJ t size and I, the ima a size of the ob^'ect
...





`solid state cameras - and-was equal to 20.' Therefore, with a baseline of 12.1 	 ^ ^`








'.	 were as follows:
,^	 Target position 1 - .9271 cm disparity
Target position 2 - 1.2776 cm disparity
Target position 3 - 1.5596 cm disparity
_-	
,




initiated the trial at his console which simultaneously initiated the subject's
	 ;
display and an automatic timing device as well as transferred control of the
4i	 ,
'; ^_.	 target motion generator {TMG:) to the subject.. The. subject was required to move
,,;
..	 ^
the TMG. target. fare or aft to bring the front faces of the cylinders into. align-
x . ^"`	 menu:.. When the subject. had- determined alignment, he pushed a response. key
^'	 which terminated _his TV image anu the timer, The experimenter recorded the
^..	
'{1
3trial.. ti me and .
 the alignment error value.  The next target distanceand start-	 .
^..
	 ing position was then set up by the expermenterand the procedure was repeated







^_	 The independent variables manipulated during this testing were:
Fixed target distances:` 198:12 cm from camerabaselne
^-^	 `'	 223.52 cm .from camera baseline	 ^
248...92. cm from camera baseline 	 '
;'	 Starting. postio^s'of	 203.2 cm from camera base]ine
TMG cylinder:	 228,6 cm from camera baseline	 `^
254.0 cm from camera baseline
Camera types.:	 COHU Model 2000 (600 horizontal. lines)	 '
"^	 GE solid state {188 horizontal lines)
:.	 i
^^	 The fol'lowirtg variables were controlledduring the experiment:
`:
^;
Video signal:	 Measured and..maintained,=such. that at
,^	 target position 2 (223.52), the target	 '
,;	 produced a video signal of 5A NTSC units
as measured on a Tektronix type RM 529`<
waveform monitor
Target lighting:	 Sufficient to-provide the video signal
'; ^	 as described above ..	'
^^ ^	 -













Camera field of view:
	 20 degrees (K = 20)
Camera convergence:
	 152.4 cm during all testing.
6.4	 TEST SU EJECTS
The.. five. male subjects participating in this experiment ranged in age from
20 to 48 years.
	 Each subject was screened for visual anomalies through the
.
'
Standard Orthorator examination, anal each was found to have normal visual ac-
quty and depth perception.
	 Subjects' experience anal background were generally
`	 _,
-
of a technical	 and engineering nature... All subjects had ' participatedin priori
visual system experiments in the laboratory and had familiarity with the.: stand-
'	 and laboratory equipment.
	 _^
Each of the .five subjects performed the test..uncier 18 different combin g -
ti ons of target dstances_,_camera types and initial comparison target. starting `'-	 r
.^	 distances.,	 Each combination was repeated twinefor atotal of-36 trials per
;P
subject, and 180 trials in total,
	 The camera type conditions were run in
'^	 co4nterbalanced blocks to control for any possible learning effects.
	 The re- ``
r	 i	 manning. levels of variables studied were randomized wi




'	 ^	 Thee dependent .
 measures recorded during thisexperiment were target align-
--
',.
.^	 meni, error and response time.
	 The target alignment error was defined as the ^^,^
.^
linear error measured across; the face :of both targets, the movable target-
_.
`	 ^	 measured either in .front of (+ error), equal to (0 error) or behind (- error) '-
;:
the fixed reference target..
	 Response time ^^ ►as the recorded: interval from-the
i	 time the task site was televised to the subject to the time..the subject con-
^	 trolled-the TMG to;perceived alignment andterminated the display.
i
Given the facts that the field of view, convergence angle and signal
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experiment, any significant differences in operator performance ,_i n terms. of
accuracy or response times, whouid be attributable to the.. differences in the
r
	
.camera resolution of the two systems investigated. As pointed out, the COHU
system was capable of resolving 600 horizontal lines,°while the' GE system
;_
	
.could rzsolve 188. lines. These resolution figures represent the capabilities
a	 of the COHll and GE cameras used in the testing, not the resolution presented'
to the subject on the Fresnell screen, 	 However, both presenta ions were.
;^	 decremented equally by- he systEm.
_	 The.: alignment error data collectedin this experiment were initially sub-
^ -	 jected to an intermediate com uter	 ro :ram which calculated the signed error 	 -p	 P	 9 ''^	 ;a
'3
and the absolute value of that error for each trial.	 Each-replication of a
trial was averaged to give a single Mean Response' Time, Mean Signed Error and
_, },	 y
Mean Absolute Error. 	 These values' were..then. subjected to an analysis of
'': 	 variance:..
	 In determining differences in target positioning performance as ^:
^^	 a
-^--	 a function of camera type:. the statistical comparisons ` of interest are the mai n
effects of camera type (C)_and any interactions involving camera type.
y	 The analysis of variance of response time: shown in Table 6 1 did not
result in a significant main effect of camera type so that no
	 eneral differ-
-
ence in response time due to camera type is evident.
	
Two interactions with `^^`^^^
^	 camera type were found to reach the .05 level of significance.-Thenteracti on `i'
^-
of camera type and.. fixed. target range is illustrated Figure.6-4.
	
The inter- ^	 '
action takes the form of an increase in response time with fixed target range
for the GE cameras. but. a decrease in time using the COHU cameras.	 These data




^^	 resolution GE `cameras. 	 The effect, however.,. depends on range anal use of the .
GE cameras in an operat ,onal`stereoptic system will
	







.^.R,	 ,^	 ,^.	 ^	 ,....._^...r..^^_
,^
ESSEX
fiable 6-1: Analysis of ^jariance of Response Time
SUM OF MEAN
SOURCE SQUARES dF SQUARE F
j	 P•1EAN 23545.08 1 23545.08 515.31 :.
CAMERA (C) 1.04 1 1..04 0.01 ,
POSITION. (P) 6_.57 2` _	 _	 3.29 0,51
___e
'_
^	 TARGET (T) -139,.03 2 69..,.52 2.94









98.37 2 49.19 4.48*'
'^	 PT 406.72 4 101.68 8.36** a
j	 CS 797.25 4 199.31
^4	
PS 52.74 8 6.59





CPT 22.81 4 5.70 0.51







87..82 _8 10'.98 '
"




'	 CPTS 178.44 16 17:.15 . _^
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e Soli d State t.















198: i2 22.52	 2h8.92



























For Response Time, a second interaction effect between camera type and xR	 ^:.
target starting position was found to be significant at the .05 level and is
.^.>
^ ''






-variable target range.	 The GE cameras result in increased response time with _
-x
,
increased range when compared to the COHU cameras.






than operating range should be considered in evaluative the GE cameras for use ^^	 '",^
i ^ a s'cereopti c system.. {:
_ __
^^ 	 A fu ►•+her significant source of variance was the interaction of variablei ^^	 ;;
......tar 
get starting position and fixed target range.







';	 nterest..here since it results'fr-om the means employed to vary thefixed tar- ,.. ;;
^	
...
get position and. does not involve camera type. ^-' r ,.






Table 6-2.	 The effect of fixed-target range (a<05) was the only significant
.
.,
'^	 !	 effect isolated.	 The effect is shown in Figure 6-5 where it may be seen that
:;..	 ^
T,
J	 positive mean error vales were ob ained for `both camera types indicating ;^	 3^
___
that the controlled .target was generally positioned at a greater range than ^^
that of the fixed target. 	 Figure 6-6 shows that this positive bias effect i ^; .
'^.	
re^uced in ma m tude as .ran a increases. 	 This. effect, while statrsticall '
_ .
	 .. ^
significant, is'not of primarx importance since it_-does .not involve differences rvs
between camera systems. .,_
,^	 r
The e analysis of varance'of absolute error is shown in`Table fi-3. 	 Mean ^^
absolute error is the most crucial dependent variable in the :current context 3	 ,:
-	
-
since it measures the degree of dispersion of -target settings around the fixed
,^.
target position.	 As shown in Table 6-3, none of the sources-of variance were
^^	 ,.
;^
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.Figure 6-5^	 Response Time as a Function of
Uariable Target Starting Position
"^"






















SOURCE SQUARES dF SQUARE -	 F pr^
F
^












CAMERA 1 0.09 0.01 ^^,
POSITION 17.12 2 8.5;6 1 .17	 ^ _
^.
TARGET 65.21 ,:^... 2 32.60 8.90** ...1
SUBJECTS 31.50 4 7.89
,,
+ ^^
CP 8.43 2 I	 4.21 1.99
.,, o ^	 '
^	
-
CT 8.60 2 ^::	 4.30 1.:16
^.
.5'
I	 PT 3.66 4 0.91 0:27 !,^-
^^
CS 75.80 4 18.95 .. j,
^	 PS 58.72 8 7.34
. _. ^'_9	 .
TS
,
29.30 8 3.66 x,
^^`
CPT 2.8.29 ; 4 , 7.07 1.95
``
K
CPS 16.93 8 2.12 ^ ^a
CTS 29.70 8 3.71
r.
^'	 PTS 53.70	 ;16 3.36' ^^
CPTS 58.11	 '16 3.63
* = . 05 Level ^





















































F1EAN' 239,22 1 239.22 15.62
,,
^a'
CAMERA	 ^ i,34 i 1.34 0.25 ,.
':	 POSITION 2...11 2 1.05 Q.82 ^.'
TARGET 1.4.21 2` 7.10; 3.52 ^`
SUBJECTS 61.26 4 15.31
CP 13..65 2 6.83 1..20. "	 '	 ^.
.	 :.
^;	 CT 2.32 2 1.16: 0..20
,,	
PT 9.88 4 2.47 0.58 ^'
CS 21.2 7 4 5.32 `
-	 -
r
PS 10..27 _ 8 1.28 ^	 ti
"^	 TS 16.14 8 2.02
t	
CPT 4:21 4 1.05 0.73
CPS 45.53 8 5.69 ^ ^.	 _.
^	 CTS 45.39. 8 5.67 '	 .
PTS
^




CPTS ^:	 23.12 16
k;
1.44
* _	 . 05 Le ve ] •-






















There is no indication of a significant decrement in operator performance ^,




types..	 It would appear from the data that performance is more significantly ^^	 -
I	 +^
.,:._..
effected by interactions of target positions with camera. types.
If the distance to the target from the two types. of cameras is the prn-
^f	




below 225 cm, it can be seen that response time using the solid 	 tote system "'^:
^.,.
is significantly lower than for the vi di con system. -One possible explanation
., for the direction of this effect is that the two camera system^^;are not lin-
early sensitive to reflected light. 	 This would suggest, using 1/D2 , that the





This now parallel sensitivity is put forth as a possible explanation in view
^
" of^the results which show equivalentresponse times at the 225 cm distance,
i	 ^ which..was the. approximate system calibration distance. 	 A ^^ardware perfohmance
^. analysis of both systems for several distances would be required to resolve
this particular question.










merit is necessary, such as manipulation of spacecraft components.	 Far align-- '^,^J
merit of targets at distances greater than 230 cm-hum^^n operator performance
1-^^ seems to be enhanced with the vi di con ":system. 	 The effects noted suggest that





























7. i	 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES	
___	 _	 __	 _
:^	 .
Empirical tests of stereaptic TV system performance have been presented 	 !
in several Essex reports (Ref. 1). These studies have examined, as rode-
I	 .^^:	 ,^










_,	 • System gain




Because a large number of variables will influence stereoptic depth_reso- 	 `^ `'
_	 ,_
'	 futon, empirical-tests of all variable levels in combination becomes impracti- -	 ^;
cal . .Furthermore, i t should not be necessary to carry ou extensive studies
'	 since analytical work to generalize available empirical data should suffice . 	 ^^
.	 ..	 ^:	
3
The intent of tk^e_program to be described is to use empirical data on
`^	 _
^	 ^	 stereoptic dispari ty -thresholds to predict the width of . the stereo field of
I	 . ^.
view and the .system range resolut^`on as functions of range. For a particular
S$	 : task or_ ..stereo systemapplcati.on., t.he. twoprima:ry performancefactors are 	 :^.^j^^ w
'	 °	 the. stereo field of view width. !^!hi ch wi 11 'be dictated by the visual envelope 	 r
_	 -	
^` ^t `.
.	 "	 necessary and the required resolution at the working ;range-which results from - ;'
the positioning accuracy necessary.
	
L_ 	 . .






^	 parity due to image characteristics is necessary .,. for range increment detection'.
:, The program accPots the parameters of a stereo system and cal cu ates range






^..,...r..,	 ...., _,..^.__^ _,..,._w^.^.____^^ ,..___.^_..i...a._.,_..	 .^_^...,..^:^ ...	 _.._	 _ . _M	 _.... u_.^_....	 ...^__..e_ ___..a..w.^_









tests.	 The resolution	 accuracy and :stereo field of view width as functions ^',





The inputs which must be made for a run include:
• Monitow to eye viewing distance {in.)
• Monitor dimension	 (in.)
•.--Video system constant -	 K	 (in.)`
• Visual angle at operator's eye for vertical 	 target a^
`detection based on empirical	 studies
	
(rad.) `{°	 ,^`
•' Average interocular distance	 (in.)
• Retinal disparity at operator's eye for range increment ^	 t	 `
detection based on empirical	 studies	 (rad.)
'	 • Maximum permissible value of linear disparity based
on empirical	 studies	 (in.) ^^
• Stereo camera baseline {in.) -
• Single camera field-of-view 	 (deg.) `^	 s







The program accepts the inputs listed in Section 7.2 and substitutes
..
i	 these in suitable equations developed based on stereo TV system geometry.
_..
,^
'	 ,`	 Output values from-these equations include:
:.
,
•' Horizontal resolution factor (dimensionle s)
t
r	 • Vertical resolution factor (dimensionless)
• Stereo exaggeration ratio (dimensionless) ^	 ;^?
• ^^solvable horizontal	 increment
	 (in.)^	 j
^	 ,	 • Range at which maximum	 permissible value of ^	 ^a
linear. disparity occurs ^^
-	 • 'Range resolution factor (dimensionless) ;:
^,	 • Detectable range increment (in:) ;`j^
^	 • lJidth of stereo field of view (in.) k	 ti
7.4	 PROGRAM CALCULATIONS
^^
^	 ,	 The program is set. up to read any of several. optional 	 input data sets. ^,^_q

























,. _._	 ._ _.	 ....
ESSEX
a	 I2, X1, X2, X3, -X4, X5 and X6. These . input data are coded in an 2I2, fiF.8.4
format so that the fields. on an input card are as follows:











^_ 29-36	 X4	 F8.4 _;
^^ -^437__	 X5	 F8.4
..
,^; 45-52	 X6	 F8.4
^^. The variable. I1 controls the meaning of X1 as follows:
if	 I1 1	 X7 `
 is assumed to equal	 K (in.)
If I2 > 1	 Xl	 is assumed to-equal	 St (deg.)' ^.
^ ._





The variabl e I2 controls the meaning of X4 as foll ows:
^-
_;
If ,I2 = `equal1	 X4 is -assumed to	 ^	 (deg.)
If 12 = 2	 X4 is assumed to equal	 Rc (in.) .z
if I2 = 0	 R	 is not specified	 X4 is blank and the program
will	 calculate R	 so that the maximum linear dis-
parity value	 (dm^f is obtained at maximum range-(Rm).
`F,
,: The variable X2 is read`as _the horizontal monitor dimension 	 (M - in.). ,'
^^^ The vari abl e X3 is read as .the stereo baseline (B - in.). 	 The variable X5 is
^,.
read as the maximum range at which stereo viewing is required (Rm - in.).
^;
Thee variable X6 is read as the FORTRAN variable RCHANG which instructs the





































-	 7..4..2	 Program Calculations





for calculation of output variables have been presented in earlier reports
( .Ref.	 2').	 The geometry of the stereoptic field of view is shown in Figure 7-1.
,_	 .
^: 	 T.4.2.1	 Single Camera Field of View and System Constan
....	 ,
e
These variables areobtained from . input and the relationship: '^
K _	 F1	 7-1







is read as SZ, K is calculated from equation 7-1.
7.4.2.2	 Convergence Angle and Convergence 'Range ^	 '
These .variables are obtained from the relationship: ^`:	 a




If X4 is read . as Rc,, then S`is calculated from equation 7-2.	 Lf X2 is equa
,:	 ;
,,
to zero, X4 is undefined. 	 In this. cast, ^o S. F 	ca culated so that maximum
1 inear dispari ty is obtained at maximu^ ^•^ar^^Q .	 The rel ati onshi P used i s
l^










Output Variables Which Are Independent of Ram
`_
' 	 Following calculation of input values, horizontal and vertica l 	resolution y
factors are calculated from: a	
,
i	 : ?	 ^%













j Table 7-1: Stereoptc System Variaoles
i	 ^	 FORTRANi SYMBOL	 _, DEfINITION	 _
LDISP (REA'L) d LINEAR DISPARITY ON MONITOR 	 (IN) r
K (REAL) K VIDEO. CONSTANT	 K =	 M	 (I'PJ)
. TAN.. S2/2-j _ ^'
L, ,VDIST (REAL) L' VIEWING DIST (IN) k
M (REAL.) M MONITOR'DIMEfVSION (IN) 	 ;(HORIZONTAL)
LAMDAY (REAL) xy HORIZONTAL VISUAL ANGLE FOR DETECTION GRAD)
LAMDAZ (REAL) aZ VERTLCAL VISUAL ANGLE FOR DETECTION (.RAD)
A (REAL.) a ' INTEROCULAR DIST (IN)
THETAT (REAL) OT THRESHOLD RETINAL DISPARITY (RAD)
DM (REAL) API MAX VALUE OF LINEAR .DISPARITY (IN)
B (REAL).	 ^ B STEREO BI^SELINE (IN)
RM (REAL) RM MAX RANGE (IN)
RCHANG (REAL)	 ! RCHANG RANGE INCREMENT FOR DO LOOP (IN)
^	 OMEGAR (REAL) s^ SINGLE CAMERA ROV.	 (HORI;ZONTAL)	 (RAD) u
OMEGAD (REAL) S2 SLNGLE CAMERA FOV. (HORIZONTAL)	 (DEG) ^,
BETAD ,(REAL) ^ CAMERA CONVERGENCE ANGLE (DEG)
BETAR (REAL.) ^ CAMERA CONVERGENCE ANGLE (RAD)







Z RESOLUTION FACTOR (DI MEfJS I ONt_ESS j
'EXAGGERATION RATIO (DIMENSIONLESS)
DELY (REAL) pY RESOLVABLE Y INCREMENT (IN} ^
DELZ '(REAL) ©Z RESOLVABLE Z-:INCREMENT (IN)
CONLIM (REAL.) C RANGE AT WHICH LIMiTIPJG DISPARITY'OCCURS (LN)
RRES (REAL.) ;^g RANGE RESOLUTION FACTOR (DIMENSIONLESS)
DELR (REAL) flR
_'RANGE.IlJCREMENT (IN)*DETECTABLE
ANG 1 ;(REAL) a ANGLE FROM INNER FOU LIMIT TO BASELINE-(RAD)
ANG 2 (REAL.) a2 *ANGLE FROM OUTER FOV LIMIT TO LOS NORMAL TO r^	 ''
BASELINE (RAD) V1
ANG 3 (REAL) a
3






F *TAN OF a 3 (DIMENSIONLESS)
*RANGE TO CROSSIfJG POINT OF LNNE'R FOV LIMITS (IN)
L^
Ro
G (REAL) G *TAN OF a^ (DIMENSIONLESS)
WR1 (REAL) WRI * SHOJtT RANGE STEREO,FOV WIDTH (IN)
WR2 ' (REAL) WR2 *LONG RANGE STEREO FOV t^1IDTH (IN)
WR (REAL) 4JR * Sr^ALLJ=R ©F tR^
	
AND t^ lR2	 (zPJj
'*See Figure _7-1
^
b^	 ^ iYiltim^ ..,	 <<	 -	 ^.,^s, iwsk«.mu.c iv a..	 .: ^'2' .s.,m.^v^_..^e, ^... ^,.,...,_	 ..	 ^.	 ._..	 ..	 ..«_,	 ..	 _	 ..,	 _	 , ._	 ,...	 _.,	 ^.a^-..	
-_	




__.	 ..,.._	 ^. ,-^	 tom.	 ...,._...^ _ ,. ,..
	 F v " -^x.-ss.-r







RIGHT HAND CAMERA LOS
	



































































' ^,	 The stereo exaggeration ratio (EE) is calculated from:
^ a.	 `
a
r	 E	 BK	 7-6
` . a	 8	
^a
^..	 ;
^^; ^	 Lf I2 is set to a value other than zero, the maximum useable stereo range will
not generally equal the range at which maximum disparity is obtained. In





F	 dm _ g„_K _ gK	 7-7
^. ^	 Rc `	 c
^`	 , The-above input and calculated variables are independent of range. The
,.	 program lsets these values including:
'	 ^	 ^ Viewing distance (in.)
• 'Interocular distance {in,)
'-	 ^ Horizontal resolu i:^n threshold (rad.)
• 'V^rt`ical resolution threshold (rad.}
'
	
	 s Retinal disparity threshold (rad.}	 '
• P^aximum linear disparity (in.)
• System constant (in.)
• Maximum stereo range (in,)
o Monitor dimension (in.) -	 ^>
^	 ^ Convergence angle .(deg;)
^'	
^ Convergence range- (in.)
• Stereo . camera base ine'(in.j
^ Single camera .field of view {deg.) 	 ,
• Exaggeration ratio.:(dimensionless)
	
^	 ^ Horizontal resolution factor_(dimensionless}
• Vertical resolution factor (dimen ionless)
	
f	 -	 • Range at which maximum linear disparity is obtained (in.)
7.4.2.4 Ou put Variables Which Are Functions of Range
	
`	 The remaining variables of interest are all functions: of camera tc target:











	 Range is thin incremented by RCHANG inches and the c^;lcuJatons per- ^,	 `"
,.
formed again.	 When current r«nge exceeds Rm, the iteration stops. ;.
The re olwable horizontal increment. is calculated from: .^
„ ^ ^;1
QY = ryR	
- 7-8 ^ ^r""
...
NpK ! ^'
The revolvable verti cal







 range resol uti,on factor i s calculated from: ^^

















Linear disparity is calculated from: "" ^<<










.. .. ^, t	 ..
^1
view.	 The general-configuration of a two camera_stereoptic system is shown
in Figure 7-T.
	 The stereopt;c field is bounded by the heavy lines in Figure ^^
v .^




.	 a	 -a	 and a _where :
.. ,



































































-. The stereo field of view width is a discontinuous function of range. 	 Fora
'^
^
short ranges, the field width is the distance between lines CB and CD. 	 This
x-




WRl	 = 2(R-Ro) TANa 3 	7-2D.
^. Beyond a certain range, the field width i s, the d7 stance	 between the lines BA
anal DE. =This variable is called W RZ where: '
^:
WR2 = B + 2R TANa^	 7-27
'	 ^ i'^R1
	
and WR2 can be calculated for any value of range` and the field width
	 (W R ) ''
.
is the smaller of .the two.

















WR _ WRY, i f R >Ro . and WR l < WR2
!




At each. value of range, the following variables are printed:
'	
^ Range	 (in.)
• Detectable horizontal separation (i n .)
^ Detectable vertical	 separation	 (in.)_
.Range resolution factor (dimensionlessi)
• Detectable range. separation {in.}
• Linear disparity (in.)
• Width of stereo field of view (in.)
_ ..
7.5	 PROGRAM .OPERATION





^^	 •	 - Interoc^,aTar distance.	 This parameter is currently set
at 2.5 in.
^,	 •	 :Visual angle threshold for horizontal 	 resolution,	 This
r. value is presently seta	 .00175 rad.	 based on visual
system data fora 4.5 MHz system with S/N ratio > 20 db
' and contrast .ratio of approximately .75. 	 If it is desir- ^
. 'able to run the program for systems having other parameter '-`
values, theappropriate visual	 angle thresholds :can be
determinedfromprevious Essex visual. system reports. r{
•
'
Viewing distance.	 This parameter is _presently set at
^	
^^
l9 i n'. which i s a typi cal ^<al ue for stereo system tests. ^	 ^^	 '+;^
'Viewing distance may be changed as desired by modifying 3
^ he card.j
• Maximum value. of retinal 	 dspar--ty.	 This' parameter is
currently set at 1.09 in. based on a `stud :y of maximum dis-
y
parity tolerable to subjects and sufficiently . small, to
^ permit rapid stereopsis.
..,
^^
-^ Retinal di par	 y threshold.	 This parameter is currently
























I	 ^ a	 ^iisual	 angle threshold for vertical resolution.
	 This value
is presently set at	 ?d rad. assuming a . 525 line system.001




' Runs made to date have used the above parametervalues. ^	 ,
The var'. i abl a parameters include : r	 ^`:






°	 -° •' Convergence range t^	 :.
4, •	 Monitor dimension
•	 Stereo camera baseline
^-~= _	 •	 Maxi mum range
•	 Range increment for calculations.
^:.
$^'•- These variables are input under one of sik cases shown in Table 7-2. 	 As shown,
'^ I1 may be set to 1 or 2 depending on .whether the user wishes to input K or 52
^	 ^:
r ^ as X1.	 I2 may be set to 1 i f the user wishes
	 o i nput R as X4	 may be set to
-,	 ..
Y
^'	 ^	 ^ t i f R^_ i s to be input as X4 or may be set. to zero.
	
If I2=
 equals zero, the ^ ,	 i
....
input variable X4 is undefined.	 . The program will then calculate Re so as to '<;
^	 ^	 ^	 9	 E
°	 ^. obtain linear disparity d equal to dm when R equals Rm.
x^
:
Each variable parameter input card results in a run.'
	 Any numbEr of`cards 3
,^	 +
may be , placed behind . the program deck... The..program reads in input card,
e
^
r±` calculates and prints the output. variables which are independent of range. y
^.:
_.





:"	 _	 1incrementing by RCHANG in.	 At each i erati ' on, range is tested'.
	 If range is
les	 than RM , the do-loop continues. 	 If range exceeds RM , the d^-loop is
j	 ^ terminated and the program reads the next input card.	 The upper 1 i mi t of . the '
''^	 ^^
,`

















Table 7-2: Program Input Cases
INPUT VARIABLE I1 I2 X] X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 COMMENT
COC:',NO. 2 r 5-12 13-20. 21-28 29-36 37-44 45-52
FORMAT I2 I2 F8.4 `F8.4 F8.4 F8.4 F8.4 F8.4 _
.,,
1 1	 ' K M B ^ R^,^ RCHANG PROGRAM READS X1 -ASK `_
Aid D X4 ASS
1 2 K M 6 R^ RM ,RCHANG PROGRAP^ . READS X1 ASK .	 _,
;^ AND X4 ^,S Re
N
1 0 K P^ B_ - RM RCHANG PROGRAPI READS Xl AS K
AND CALCULATES R^ SO THAT
d=dn^ATRM
2 1 52 M B ^ RM RCHANG PROGRAM READS Xl AS
_.
AND X4 AS R
2 2 SZ M 6 Rc RP4 RCHAl^G PROGRAM READS Xl AS S2
^ ! AND X4 AS R^
r
€^
2 0 SZ M E3 - Rpq RCHANG PROGRAM READS Xl AS S2
;., AND..: CALCULATES Re S^J THAT
^L/J^





j	 x-°::e	 t,.......:.o	 c..c^_..; ,	 i	 >A ,.,..,»,	 ^,	 ..,..:, n...r; .,:<, ^:•.. i	 n.,	 .^ r —n- a ^-^,.. ..,.>' c ti- 4^s..	 ^ .	 ...,r r ...,.,,
,.^f{i.	 .,.	 .,^.^a..,.^..... yr.^w.,,^.	 _,.,.,.^... ,^..^.n^..^.^a„^tse^n..,......a a.,s,^,...^...._,®»..aik ..rsu,.^.s ,^...»^..".....,_. ».4, ......
-
,..,^,..:...._..>,.:.t...a ^	 -^..,^s^°s^susu.s^ ^:^, Ar.r








In' this case.', it .may be necessary to increase the upper limit. 	 N
i	
^^










--	 To illustrate the operation of the program, seven runs were made with 	 .^
r.
stereo camera baseline varying from 10.2 cm to 25.4 cm (4 to 10 in.). In-	 ;^
;f,
creasing the. baseline has the effect of reducing the size. of the minimum
detectable ran a increment. In the current set of runs, the width of the^	 9
^	 j,
R	 stereoptic field of view decreases slightly as basel-ne i-ncreases. This.
results from the fact that the convergence range was held'consta;^t at 200 cm
'	 ^ ,
	^ ^	 (78.8 in.). This causes the convergence angle to decrease as baseline in-
^	 F.
j	 creases.-resulting in a reduction in stereo field width as baseline increases..
=t
^	 i_	 The stereo system:. parameter valuesused are listed below:
j	 F	 • ^' Viewing. distance	 48 cm	 ;!












^ ' Dispari ty 1 i mi t	 2.77:. cm	 - _,
-^
• Dispari ty threshold	 0007b-rad.	 `^^:
•', Video constant (K)	 80.0; cm	 ^ ' <^,
	>4
	
• Maximum range	 304.8 cm^:
.µ
• Monitor width	 18.3-cm



























' 	 r	 5ingie camera e FOU	 13.04 degrees
._._e
,:_
•	 f xaggerati on ratio 	 varying from 6.63 to 16. $ cm ^	 .:	 s
•	 Do-loop increment (RCHANG)	 2.54 cm. .
ro






data are plotted in Figures 7 2 and 7-3.	 Figure 7-2 shows the minimum ''
detectable range separation as a function of camera baseline with target-to-
range as the .curve parameter. 	 If the required range resolution at a partic-
,r
^-^-
ula'r range is known, these data could be used in selecting a camera baseline.
Stereo field width is shown in Figure 7-3 as a function of camera baseline
with range as the curve parameter. 	 Notice.:that field width is not strongly ^	 1'
....
sensitive to baseline for tt^e fairly long convergence range used for these
runs,	 The irregular appearance of some of the Figure 7-3 data is due to the :,
fact _that the function relating field width to system parame ers contains







In the current example, the effect of varui ng baseline was investigated
`	 The program wi 11 be used. more generally to establish parameter requirements




























^_^	 r.	 ^u..	 , ,	 {	 ,,..^ ^,,.























































t^s:TECTABLE fiA^7GE INCR^NfENT AS ^ Fi3NCTI0N Off` BASELINE AND :zEL^IGF
F` '_	 .^	 i'.y {	 j 	 h	 ^	 _	 ,.
^	
4a	 x.	 '1ka:	 ^	 ^. ,-k	 si^+^a^CE N
__4	 y
t	 ^ S^YH +"'+.^' -
.sV	 ` IhGiW.6Y.'Ktk • 	 :. ^	 a--..c	 t.	 n_^ t
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4.0 S. 0 	 6.0	 7.0	 8.0	 9.0	 10.0	 ,r
BASELINE (IN,)	
'__
Figure 7-3: STFnEO FIELD OF VIEW:TdIDTH AS A FUNCTION.OF BASLLIN^ AND RANGE
	 _.
"	 if	 A _ ^ .51	 K	 . _	 (	 u
.i	 ,..	
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_APPENDIX A — STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS `^
APPENDIX B — STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS, CDLOR DISCRIMINATION s;
TEST,. PHASE 2
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.^:-^^	 APP'ENDI X A





^	 The. purpose of this test is to determine how f;ellonecan estimate. the ^
range to objects using, _an artificially created three-dimensional cursor and
a.Fresnell screen 3-D system.
-Prior to commencing testing, it is necessary. that yqu become familiar
`'"	 wi,tfi the.: system used for 3eD viewing.	 Due to the optical characteristics of
this system, it is necessary that your head. be
 held in a limited area to en-
_,.a
„._,.




_.	 pre ently a round, white object located.
 above the cursor in_thecenter of the
screen.	 Position your head so that it appears to be brightest anddefnitely
^
^^^	 an three dimensions.	 This-can be	 ested by covering. or closing one eye at a
time:	 If your head is correc ly positoned,.eacheye will see the target.
.equally bright.	 Look at the screen, from different head positions until you




'	 There i s a rectangul ar cursor which appears to be fl oati nq	 n space d-i s- y	 3
_




of .you beneath the screen. 	 The one 'on the left (painting) controls up and
`	 down movements of the cursor; the one on the right controls: left and right
movements.	 These will be used to orient the cursor so that 	 _t is on or im-
'	 mediately to the side of the target when it i^s presen ed.	 (Show .drawing.)
^°	 Tr	 these controls.y	 (Pause.)	 Any questions?
^	
.w	
The knob i n the middle controls the apparent i n and out movement of the
;.










Prior to each test trial 	 the .screen will be blank..
	 I will	 give you a
verbal	 "ready" and. then turn on-the TV presentation, showing
	
you a target
which will vary in distance from. the TV camera.
	 ll ing these three controls,
you a.re to align the cursor so that it appears to you to be at `the same di s-
. _.
..
Lance from the camera as the target face when p aced'immediatel'y on `or to the
right of the target. 	 As soon as you have aligned the cursor with the .target,
you are to depress this button (Show sequence termination push button) . and call ^-
out the reading on the digital	 counter locates above the^Fresnell 	 screen.	 I
will	 then set up new test parameters and repeat the test sequence.
There will be different noise and bandwidth condi. tions duri ng the test
sequences.	 However, at no time should the : . television screen lose horizontal ;
or vertical hold.
	 If you experience what you believe are . abnormal TV conditions,
3



















'	 4 The purpose of this i:est is to determine how close two colors can be to	 ',
r
each other 'and the difi:erence still be discriminated using color television. ^^
'
^,
To determine this. we are going to show you several pairs_ of color chips o^^
.^
'	 ^ -this TV screen, two at a time. 	 At the beginning of each test trial your TV
;'	 ^.^ screen will be blank as it is now. 	 I will	 then give you a verbal	 "Ready" and =^
,.
^	 ., -turn on the screen, like t t^s.	 (Turn on screen showing two obviously disparite^
"` 'p	 en look at the colors and determine if they are thecolor chi	 s.)	 You will	 th
rt _




termination switch)	 an al.. call	 out your deter^mir-ation:	 Just gall out."same"	 or
"different."	 Pressing the switch wil	 cause . your screen to go blank again and
t, I will setup two. more colors and we will do it again. ^

























































;^ This test is designed to evaluate the-ability to align objects using the
^resnell television viewing system.
	 Although you haver used the system before,: '^




`^ (Turn on display showing single target.) .;_'
^ _





with equal brightness and definite stereo effect.
	 You can test this by moving
	 ; `°	 ^
your head right and left noting that i:he images become dimmer in either eye
^^










feet.	 Try this and be'sure you can achieve this effect.
	 (Pause.)	 Any ^^
'
'` questions?	 _ ;
^,
^^
^. ^	 In this test, at the beginnng,'your screen will
	 be blank,	 I w11	 give ,
^:
^^ you,a verbal "ready" and turn on-your screen.	 ThQ object on the right is
^^^
'	 ^
fixed, the object 'on the left can be moved towards ane^ away from;you by turn- )
t
-
in	 this` switch.g,	 (Show three position switch on controller.)
	 Turning it to i f,r
''^. ^	 ^
=i the left>brings the ^^^j^ct nearer, right takes it away, and in the center it
': i ^^^
^, is stopped.	 Try this control.	 (Pause.)	 .Any questions?
^^ You. are, when the objects are displayed, to move the one on the left
	 o ^^'^?
.	 ^ ^'	 that it appears to be the same distance. away from you as the one on the right..
z^





tion switch), your screen-will	 go blank and I will
	 set.: up anew trial
	 condition.
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	 314}	 .;043241 043312





NTA3i/115FCE3:.	 .. .,':.... _.	
......	 .1._, ._. ;.«...r.:.,..
	
._^;,^_ - ..	 ..._..-.
R	 h^'tp^aM {/'%JR - feS 	 ill	 u11D33 0I 1112	 312}	 043403 n4341G	 *"`
'	 ft1RuC'J^1{/rG2-TE3
	 3121	 0 '13427 G43426
FGRCD y i/'t5FCE3A
	 3121	 043427 043433
	 ^	 ^i
f	 NFit^Y/'JSFC.E3A	 9.111	 011213 OlI"464	 31.21	 04:S43N 043b14




U115a^6 nll'662^4..._. if	 _	
:.	 ___._.^^:____.._.________ .__...,--_..^..^ _.__..... .. ._ _^ 	 ^. 1
^	 `.SVGS{lFGR-43
	 itll	 21	 043615 043637
^ ,r	
ASA'7iIFG•t" v 	 3111	 ' 0116.53 C12Dbb	 3121	 04364(1 D436T1
NTS:t{/NS,F'CE3ES





	 3111	 L'122b7 D12526	 312}	 U44d14 044014
^ as	 1JGNSY5IGQN`1GN9LOCK } '
	 0440'15 d!J-4-027	 `""+^	
^	 7
^ ,'.	 I13MGY1T02/1i5FCE3C ..: „.... ilLl_,.^,..C1232T 013202 ..__..__31Z!___.^._^0+;4(]30 044510_.._.:.
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9.AftK	 S11I	 013203 014Gb1
	 iltll
	 D44511 045153
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_	 _	 __..	 ;	 3
tt,r




.r	 _	 ^	 _._:_	 ^ s
YIEYING OIStANCE 14.00DOD	 IN ;.	 _	 _
_,• IN7ERDCULAR DISTANCE	 2.50UD0
RESOLUTION Ti1RE5^HDLDS .. ..	 -.	 T-	 ^--^ -•-- --- -	 -	 ---	 -	 - -	 ,'.	 ..	 ^
NURIZQNfAL' ^	 ,.09175	 RAD ,
GEaT1Cal_ .00I)5	 RAO _
DI ^PA$I f Y' THRESHOLD .00076	 RAii i
=DI5PA3ITY	 LIMIT." 1.090DD	 IN .	 _.	 __...	 ._	 _	 ..	 _	 ._.	 _...	 __	 _:.: 3
• SYaTE!! PARAMETERS :
SYSTEM	 CONSTANT	 ....:	 ,._._.::___..31.50000 IN	 _ ^.,__.__-___-.^.	 ,..__...^...^...___^,.`._..____..::,_. '
?=A1,iMJH
	
rii,i4 aL 12t1.00Q00	 IN e
NOfrlr^a	 11ruiH 1.2000'Il	 IN ___..
CCDn:YERGENCE	 A;VGLE 1.9ff779	 DEfi
CONYEkGENCE RANGE 78.8(1uUD	 TN .
'	 ,9ASEL,INE 4.on000	 IN_
_ _..	 __	
Y	
_..-.^:__._.^:__.-CANE^A FU 13.03x6(1	 , i7EG _^	 _.._,._....^._._.. ___...u-^^_.^,.-..._,. .
E1iAGGFRAT70l1	 RA1I0 2.652G3 '
_	 M1s\IMU"!	 RESULllTTGN	 ^ -._. .^	 .-	 .' ^._.,.	 ;.	 _.	 _	 _	 ^	 ._ ..::.	
^
HO]IZONTaL . 00106	 IN^




DET£CTpC+L'E	 QE7ECTA©LE	 124NGE _ DETECTABLE YIDTH:DFo
i NOR]'2DNTAL	 Y'ERTTCAi.	 RESOLUTION RANGE	 LINEAR STEREO
RA4u^ SEPE4AT10N	 SE^E4ATLON	 FACTOR SEPARaTLON OI`SPARTiY FIELD	 0'F	 YIEk	 .., ^	 +
1N' I^!	 IN	 IN Ifs	 - I4 _^-.1N:_ __	 . :.	 j
'13.:8 Gg318'	 ;.0931a	 __	 .L?U903 .71162	 '	 .04000 17.97090	
- •^M_ ___.._^ _ . -__ _.._ _
79,a 7^^iM3	 .Ci94Z3	 .OU915 .72991)	 .02004 18.l482p
80.:.8 Dd529	 .A9529:	 :PU92t^ 7482G	 D3958 1°.3255p
dl'fl .a^634	 .D9L34	 .UD937 .1nb84"	 .OSQt4 18.50274
82,6 ;:.tn7,40	 G87^U`	 :CE^945 :7Fi57G	 „07725 18.68llL'9 ,
y 3rx „1•.il:r6	 .I:nU!rL	 :lrU96tS .lif,47^7	 :0^5uD ._ 18.ey/3e	 ..'.	 .._:..^_	 _.._;._.....':..__.	 -	 -.......	 ....._.,_ ...^





.t'J^^3:3 .84367	 .13!145 19x21197
'
85. p •Orllc2	 .U4.iG.'	 •CG995 •86345	 •14737 19.39927 {!
97.8 .A9i;b9	 .U^^.:bit	 .O1CU6-- .8fl ?4u 	 Ih39:1 19.5(:.657 t
R9 r9 .^}°S7i
	
.Uy373	 Clc 18' .50570	 r18C'D7 19.74386 1s	 ^
''	 y9.8 '.:7.15 79	 '.;Iy+v7;^	 ".030; 9 .97^1:^	 • 19557 19.721'16	 ......	 ...	 . _.	 ..._..,._ ....	 _ _..	 ^:	 _	 :^_z__...:._ ..	 ..	 ..	 _	 .
t17.a
.0'%x•!14	 .^39^84>	 .Olf)41 .y449b'	 .2113' 70.119845
:^	 ?1.P .O^h^l?
	
.09690	 .01052 9L579	 .22644'
,
2D.27575.





.O1D75 I.GOf333	 :25570 20.63034
44::8 :lt?OU7	 .IOLJ?	 .UiUHh 1.02994	 .?b9d7 20.8'!1764 ''
Cr=•fs .1:1:1?.
	




,.,._.	 .,_	 _:	 :.._:.....	 ..,,a
'^5.^ 1lJ21&`	 .1D21t1	 ^ .O11U9 1.G7386	 .29733 21.16221 `




.01132 1.11869	 .'36'H 21 .51662
^'^,,.} 9tirLi:	 ,I'J:3y'	 O1l4v .1.14145	 .3646 21.6'9411
ljt:'.:'8 ..1Jr•4D'	 .13L4J:	 .QIISS 1.iE444!	 '.3^i"9A 21.ti71'i2
.'	 lul.b .1;1745.._..__,.:..117•aE...^,..._^1t67,...__:1.1E7L^E,'^^._,_3c,1^6 „._:	 22'.^J ia871	 ...._...	 _..	 -.	 _	 _._... .:._.	 ..	 '.
1J^.° .1.1451°	 .iCe^1	 ',^7i175-= 1.7111.1	 3733P 22..2260!1






...Y. •^ ^ss:^,....	 ,.:.waua..S.islw.•c:.^.. 	 ti..:^, ^ a	 .^v.v^..a.«.c..wkas-:,
	







_.. ,._ . ,^„u. ..w..	 ^.	 __..	 ^	 .	 ^.
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_.... .	 _ _._.x0957 ^011. [l. _ _ .. 1.234 Z::y.^_:.......38511...-.-_..22.4'0330._.
_^
-






^	 ^	 •,	 ^F
i 105Fs^ .1i16^3 .11,1bB .p1213 2.28.283 .4URUb `22.75789	 _ _
	 •^
•,
^	 ^	 -105.8 ,x1177' .11273 .01224 1.3p719 .41921 22.93S1J
107,9 .11374 .11.379 .01235 1.33179 .43P15 23.1124©'	 -	 _	 _. _...	 ..._
I
' ^t)98 .11434 .1148,4 .01247 1.35661 .44090 23.2.897H
• aU'v.9	 - . 11597	
--^- . 1159'0	 ...___, . pl ?.5&- ,...j .3616 ' 6- --..._ .05144 _ .-,.:'_:. 23.4677--
^ _^^ ••_	 -^-	 -_ _
^^
110.8 '.1156 .1269:6
	 '.01274 ^ i.40b94 .4614[? 23.64437
^ '11J .P, .11501 .1181 .G1261 1.43245 .k71 ^7 23.82166	 -	 - .-_- --:-- -	 .-_'_ _ .. ._	 _	 _.	 __.:,	 ._	 .
^^ 112.8 .11907 .11SG7 .p1293 1.4,5819 .4E3146 23.999Nb




! 114,P X1:118 •1212N .013	 b 1.SIG36 ,E01'42 2^t.35355
115 :1, .111. ^i .1', i ? 3	 -	 • . p 13 2 7 1.:i ^ b l t . _. ^.:. 51 f 1 v 0 .-.---- _r	 _ ^. 2 4 .::' 3 0 8 5' _	 -	 -.	 _	 `.___..____._ _^.._._. _.. -__	 ., _^.	 _	 ___..^._^_ . ._
+ liN.i. .I:.'i2"9 .,23 ,4 .013a^^	
__1..56:344 .5202? 24.7f914,	 .
117.8 .12434 .121134 .01350 1.59033 '!.51938 24.88544	 ._.--- _ z	 _.:-__	 _.._.
t14;.3 .1254 .1?54'U .p13'61 1.61745 `.53R3P, 25.C62r3 .









































..	 ..	 .,.__..!'_...	 , ._.. ^._.:, iAA.., ,STEicEU _T.Y.-GAICUI AT.lONS-. .tit
2roP UT PARANET€:RS
_
,' VIEYING _OISTANCC 19.000D0	 IN :...	 :.:.	 :	 ,;_.	 __.:__..	 ..	 .:_	
_
^^ f IN1ER'000IA$	 DT STANCE	 2.SO^OU^	
.	 ;.. ,-	




VERTICAL ' .00)1T5	 RAQ _	 _	 :	 _..	 _...	 ..	 _	 ,,	 .	 .:._	 ..	 -...:_.
DISP4RIIY'THRESHOLD . Dg07b	 RAD
DIS^ARIIY-LIMIT> 1.09UOD	 IN ;.:	 .._._	 _	 ,_,_...,.	 ._--:..:.	 ;_.._..	 __:....'.	 ..
SYS;TEN PARAHE7ERS
5Y5TEM	 CONSTANT' .:31.511000
	 ItJ	 .^__._.^.^_.._.-..^._.,.^--.	 .^.^ _	 _.^._^.r^...._..-._...... ._ ...._.., _	 ,
,:
waxI^2UH	 tAt+uE 12B.DO000	 1N
;.









^ CAH4 RA	 FOU	 ._ __._ __.	 13.D39b0	 0EG _ ^ :^_^:.._._.__.^___^^.__._,__^,,.__ .;.....-.	 _.:._.:__ _^__:_.^^_.::.--...._^. 	 ._._	 .:	 .....:_.. _._
ExA,GfiLRA7IGr1	 4XTI0 3.31579
"+ MINIMUM RE"SOLUTION _	 _
HO4I.'ONTAL' .OD 1 .05	 7N
VERTICAL	 _ .00iD6	 IN'
CDN1tERGENCE RRNGE IINdT 173. 31962
.-. _ .- _.._	 ^_ - - _ .	 .: _.._ _ . _ 	 4
'^!
p DET£CTABIE	 DETECTABLE	 __-RANGE- DETECT'ABLE
.^
YIOTH Of
^ N4RI20YTAL	 VERTICAL	 RESOWTION RANGE	 LT NEAR STEREO
p	 RA4GG S= AERATION	 SEPE3ATIOY	 fACTUR SEPARATION OIS p ARITY F1E10 OF	 VIEY
:'	 I:Y IN	 IN>	 __	 IN IN	 IN IN a
E ,	 79.9 .t1d31.S	 .G931d	 -	 .^UT77. .5643p	 .h0t?OQ 17.96442
77„E .[}2v,'7	 .C2 P. •t23	 .0073'2 .58384	 .OZSQS 1q.i299+1-	 _
90':8 r.G35^9	 .095?9	 '.00741 .59$56	 '.h4947 19.29347..'
Ctl, g ;.Od^^^+	 .0963'4	 .0075'll .b1347	 .a733D 19.45799	 _
E?'.9 .6:1740	 .L9 T4t1	 .OJ759 ' .6"1656	 .01656 1'9:_i7251	 `' '
d^5 .0•ld'^^	 .U9U4u	 .CU76^ .6N3^4	 .11'P«6 _..._	 19.78704	 _:,.._:._.:	 _--°•---.^;..r:.:_.,
d4.9 .Czt+i51^	 .OByS'1
	





1 .OUT^7 .67493	 .10307 19.116^7Ei
^	 d5:9 '.0=1162	 .U91t2	 .OD79b .69076	 .18421 ]9.28061	 ^ f




	 .114313	 .^UE14 .'.72296
	 .?.^st9 19,r09c5 ^





46:5 '.D•+5s";4	 ^,.09584	 .GOb'.2 .755d9	 .26ui5 1`7.93E70
t	 91!.d .ttYS'?'O	 .(i?LS'1	 ' .OU84? ,77263	 .2b_`0!1 20.1OS?_2 , 5
^	 92.0 .G47?o	 .U97yb	 .PGE51 .7E456	 .3u153 2G.[677b °^
4a.6 .[z6kJI	 .694:31	 <.00P.G'SI .60666	 .31963 2[1.43227
94 . 9 .IOJU7	 .LJi+07	 .DUE59 .E2395	 .33134 2D.5'96T9
^(	 y5.9 loll?	 .1011.2	 ;...CUE79 ._ -.E414,3_	 .35k6E-_^.2D.7G131	 _	 -	 -	 -`	 _--	 P_....,... ._	 _ ,
I^ 95:.A 1z1iiE1	 .10218	 .L?Ca9E7 .E5909	 .37166 20.92584	 ^+	 97.11 .iG.;'3	 ...10323	 .OZBY7 .'.87693	 :..3893(? 21.09035.	 __.
;,y.b k2+74?9	 ,19429	 .rG9C6 '.8944:5	 .4G4E0 21.254 n9 r
,^	 rii'.5 . 1;::34	 .13:.3'4	 .QGvI"; .91316	 .4Z^57 21.4:1941
IU^,B '.IJn477	 .IOG40	 ,00924 .93155	 .43623 21.58343
,i ^	 1Q1,8 :.I^.74:b	 .^__.".17i4fi	 ..,..::..GU933.._._...457!3.______. :.4515E	 ,_____^ 21 .7!13 1+5:_____.._^^,_^^._ _..^..__..__-^__ -._	 ._. -_.:..,	 _..^.	 ..,.	 .. g
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, i :.	 ,*^^... STEREO.iY'.CALCULATION.S. 	 .....:_ _....._ r:_..._r	 ^.	 .-..__-_..._.,.._.._. __.. _...:.,
•r-•_ 	 _.	 _. _	 .
I
INPUT i+ARAMcT£RS ks YIE:u1NG pISTANCG 19.00000	 !N
1 IN7EROCliLAR DISTANCE	 2.5(100G^
{	 ! RsSOI^STIt)v	 TtIRESHOL4S -'	 --: - •-^-•	 -	 - - -	 --	 ^---	 ...	 ..'
^;	 ^ MO^ItONTaI -RAp^.4fi:1T5
^; VL9TICAL '.00;175	 -RAO







SYSTcH	 C^)'NSTA:VT 31.5^adU	 1N _-., -"- _	
-	 -
.-	 _	 --	 ._	 .	 .
-	 -	 -
i
^^•^nx1yU;; ^tArc^C 120.Od4D0	 IN
-	
HOW-ITDR
	 ^ahU7H 7.2D^OD	 IN
Cah1fERGENGE
	
ANGLE q.3hG52	 DEG ,




_CAMERA	 FUY	 - -- -	 -- - 13.039tsG	 DEG _r-.-^.-._..	 - - --	 -_:.-	 -	 ..	 _	 _
EXASuFRATTON	 RAT10• 3.9Td95 µ
{ MIT+,2MUH	 RESOLUTION	 ^^ - - - •'
HO7IZONiAL .Ofl1Gb
	 IN ^,;Y
VERTICAL -	 . OD1dE	 IN -	 -	 -









JHJRIZONTAI YERTTCAL	 RESOLt1TION RANGE-
	 LI°NE-1l-R STkREO
^t ^,+
'	 : N	 ^^.AVGE $ E o E.A 'f10N	 - SEPE3kTIGtd	 FACTOR S£PARATIO.W OISPARlTY FIELQ:OF	 V2EM, _	 ,-	 .: `'•	 C^
.'
S	 I N -	 I N _.	 I; rt	 I fi Y N	 T N I rJ
.. ,> ._ ...,
	
. .....,._..^ .	 ..	 .m_.._ ....__..._. 	 ..
. T9.9
7v.,9

















91.a .Co^34	 .D9"R34	 .CUE25 .'vI122
	 .4&796 1tl.41tt7;1 t^
N?.9 .+'nt40	 .L9740	 .riUf,33 .523^ai	 .11557 IH.5bf,47
^
(^	 i
9:3.3 .U^S'Is	 ..,»	 .U334tf .,:	 .C[2u4D -.	 .'.;3tz^3









	 •09+157	 •G11656 .55744
	 •19yb8 19.02179
Fi'.°;.9 .D91^?	 ..0915.2	 .CGbb3 .57563
	 .?21UF 19.1735.4
`i,7.8 .^92bH	 .O+r26B































.''?979':	 .0919c	 .DU7ll9 .fa57.45	 .3ti1-fi4 20.OA416
^
,^
, 3.9 .a'i4tT1	 .i3^+4[lI	 .OU717 .67[2?
	
.3c73b'F 2D23a93 i	 .,.p _	 .:	 ...'_t
y4 ^P
 
IU^D7	 .1]U07	 .CU724 .(:43663	 .4I;4'd1 z0.3f177'U
^
'i^ .....s
34. • 1	 ^	 ,..,.^.-.l^)ll2	 I	 ,_....00732- .__._.2^..1. +7U11^t .._____. k25o2 _--^,-20,1J3f^j7 _' _____.y __._._	 ,
f Y S . H . 1 ^i c 1 9
	 . i D ^.l B	 ! . . E J 7 k 0 .71 a9 ^	 ^^
^°-.M^.. _ _...-,..Y ___.._..^ .. __.. -._.^
	 -. _..,-r	 ._. _..._,_
i 3"7.H .1x323	 ^	 .20323
	 .Du747 .73477!	 .^4G59b 2D:'H^t3U:7^
`TH.H .1JQt;Z9	 .1442^i	 .•DL75'S .7419	 .^+16552 ,20.99477 -	
.	
_.
>	 i "19.3 .'_^,^34	 .lsa3f!	 .DG7^2 .7 (wG"^7	 .St:ko9 11.14654 ;
2J3.^ ..1'""t3.•^D	 .14c4U




	 ',,..Gil77N,.._,_,..79177 -.__	 .5419D. .-:..
	 21.45!1G9 ^^:..»_....^:	 .._ ..<_	 _	 ..	 ..	 __.,...»...__:.....
	 ..»- --Y-`^











,^ ^ '	 ° >k	 ^.	 A	 ^	 "'^'	 ^ 6F^ '	 i	 ^	 i -.	 F	 ' :^ id '	 ^	 k	 ^;_`	 ^	 '. Y	
g
^	 4Y	 a..^t 3 ^	 ...	 ^
'..	 •'...'
^	 A^sfi^'^	 ^`	 :`.` t	 ^	 .` ^	 ^,....:	 ^ °	 .!`^^'p" x	 ^ -^	
+








..	 ,	 ..	 _...,,.,	 ,.	 ..s..u_,,.L....a ^: r,......^..,w".:k^.°^_a,®^..va.^...r..<...rw c...aa^..c,..m..^,i!arr^v...^..____-w gpg	 lif	 -
u




., 1D3 8 .1u95? ' .10457	 ...'..0(i7^3 .SZ3i4_... .57767 .....;.,.:1.75.362 ------......`	 ,_	 ^	 -^___,.__..._^..._. _:..
^ 1D4.9 .11062 a11Di52 •008ti1 .83413 .595(2'r 21.40539
IQS.fi	 ! .11163 .1116:8	 _:.908D9 .85522 .617US ..	 ..	 «	 ...	 __	 .._ .....	 ... r	 .__......__	 ., ..s..	 ..... _	 ..	 _	 ....	 _	 _	 _. _	 .__...,	 . _	 ..	 ^22,tt5"115	 - 9
ID^'.9 :11273 .112^^3 .°1UBli6 .87146 .61A81 22.^'IiJ79L
	 .
3,37:.8 .11379 ..11374 .00824 .x8786 _.64523 _..	 ..	 __22.36Rb4	 -	 __	 _,______._
^C9:.9 .11484 .1148Y .OL""8:31 .404V1 .n6134 22.5;1243 '
' IU^..9 •1154p :; .11x90 .C'U8g4 .:',	 .4?+_11 .	 •., .67i'lT _.	 22.664.23 »_._. __..:_.^ ,_^__
	
.u_-_..-..._	 _.._.._._...:.._ .	 y
117. a	 ^ .11696 .11696 . ROfl4?
.:	 .9379 ^ 6'4_X70 22., R 1bLn
Ill.B ...113;71 •11oill •!1U354 ,954'1: •7.)3:'h 2?.96"177	 ,-	 .._	 _	 _.:	 :.
:12`.3 .i19Q7 .119DT	 '.^Ofi62 .97'51'3 .7229'5 23.1154 ^
w 113.8 .12J12 .1?OI2 .C^09b4 .99944 .737bI _	 _m. _..	 _._...	 .	 ..	 _ .	 _	 ,..	 ..	 _23.2'I31
	 ---. 
	 ._._	 _	 -_	 __
' 1l4,.fi .12It8 .1211.9 .DD977 I.OL^691 .'5214 23.4.23Ci8
115'.8 .12223 ._- ... .12223 ---- ..GO'8i35 --^
	
1.02452 .^.....7Eh3v .^^.`..F3.574E4 ..._.	 _.	 _..»:^__-^:^_._;... ^	 'i
lls.ti .1^":?4 .12s..'- v .!;0892 i^.ci423t; .7d^:33 23...7266.1 .^	 i
117.i^ .12'93.4 .1243;4 .OG9p0 I.Uhi^22 .'/44UA t3a91A39	 _	 _	 _	 ..	 ...
119.9 .1254D .1254:p .G04t^8 1.07A3D .Bi,757 24.C3UI5
'113.9 '.12646 ai344'b •OD915 ':1.095;53 .92x85 24.1;17192 a
_	 ._ _.. _




































._	 _ ^	 _^^^, ^^	 _ ._	 _	 ..Y.
	
.w	 _	 ^	 __	 ._	 _^. __^_.. _._...
	 _	 . _
	 ... ^.._
-	 • !

































.,	 ..	 ........_,.	 _	 ..._	 .^	 ....
'-
`
_	 .. ,.	 ..r_.,.,._._ ttt...STt: nt •i	 ^V, i C-ALG-UL-A-T . IQt^1S^..!f!E^...:.^.___.^^,.- _.:.._....-_:-.___	 _._	 _...:	 .......--__
^..^
tr ,
I:v^UT ^A4AME ^TE RS
^	 _ _	 _.
,;	 } vlEulNG DISTANCE 19.000..-	 .'cN _..	 .	 '	 ,.	 .	 _.::...-	 ,.
` INTEROCJLAR DISTANCE'	 2."50000 - _
'.	
k'
,..	 R^S;OLUTION	 TIiF2ESHOLUS ...-.._,_...:-_....:_....__---.
`^ -	 H03LZOkTAL ..	 .G0175	 RAD '
GD175	 RAD
^' DISPARITY.THRESHgLO .00076	 RA'0
,, ^	 UISPARLi Y LIn
.►
-	 -	 ^^ J1.0:9 D00 _ IN _	 ::..	 .	 ..,.:_... _. ^__
	
_.	
^_.:._,..._,^ _._	 ..	 _.	 ..	 : ,__ .	 ^_......_
y
_	 ^,
^'	 ^ SYS'i^H `PARAMETERS
._ ..! .	 S Y S i E M	 C O N S T A u T	 .... 31.5 q E1 0 0 -._:_ I N _,-,_.-_ _.._..._. -___.__^_^	 _^_..._ _:_	 ._._----- ._ _ ...._ ._.:_




MO:JITOR	 ulDTfi :. 7.2OODD	 LN :	 -	 ..	 ,.:..	
-	 _	
:	 __.	 _	 .	 _	 ,.._.»	 .	 _	 _.,:
+^', CONifERGENCi AvfiLE 5.D9636	 DEG
CRhYER.GCNGE	 R'► NGE .	 - 78 .8RUOD	 '7N '





-	 - --	 -	 _^	 -	 .. .	 _	 . -..
ExA6G[RATION RATIO 4..64211.. ^ ^y^




i YE7TICAL_ .U7106	 IN	 - -
''^ CONVE4GENCE	 itANGE	 LIM7T ^	 129.09148
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